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How are you feeling about the year ahead, 
business owner? A seemingly simple question 
to respond to, and yet...

When I read the stat that 78% of franchisors 
are optimistic about future growth in their 
businesses, according to a recent FASA 
survey, my initial thought was, "Really? 
How?" Against the backdrop of a predicted 
1.1% growth rate, and immense political 
uncertainty - both globally and locally - the 
business landscape seems a little arid (a word 
that quickly springs to mind as we count 
down the days till our taps run dry here 
in Cape Town). We've included our "SME 
Survival Guide" in this issue (p14-21) if you're 
leaning towards feeling a little apprehensive; 

covering vital finance topics such as getting a grip on your spending, 
keeping bad debt in check, and what exactly Business Rescue is (and how 
to avoid getting to this stage). Trevor Gosling, CEO of fintech start-up 
Lululend, advises on some do-or-die priorities to stay afloat in what does 
look to be a tough year ahead, encouraging entrepreneurs to avoid a go-
it-alone, shoot-from-the-hip approach to business. Nikki Viljoen's article 
on page 72 speaks directly to this need for order and planning in Avoid the 
chaos and create order, with some great tips on getting the critical aspects 
of your business sorted. 

One industry that is proving itself to be recession-proof, and enjoying 
substantial growth, is the sector focusing on kiddie-orientated 
opportunities. Parents seem to be investing heavily in activities and 
products that will give their children an advantage and enrich their skill 
set. If you love children and have a lot of energy, check out our special 
focus section from page 54 to find the perfect fit for you. And if little 
ones are not your forté, we have a host of other franchise and business 
opportunities for you to consider in our BizOpps guide from page 34. It's 
often in the tough times that the biggest rewards present themselves. 

Enjoy the read, and stay strong... 

Nicole Cameron and the Your Business team

FROM THE TEAM

HOTTEST BUSINESS AND 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES Find 
your perfect investment through our 
ever-growing and regularly-revised 
directory of options for you to become 
your own boss. 

INDUSTRY SUPPORT AND EVENTS
Keep up to date with workshops 
and sessions in your sector, as well 
as businesses offering services you 
might need.

TIPS AND INSIGHT FOR YOUR BIZ 
Marketing, management, technology, 
funding or franchising – we've got it 
covered across a range of articles.
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Innovation generally refers to 
changing processes or creating more 
effective processes, products and 
ideas. For businesses, this could mean 
implementing new ideas, creating 
dynamic products or improving 
your existing services – all of which 
can increase the likelihood of your 
business succeeding. Here are some 
tips to improve your capacity for 
innovative and possibility thinking: 

1Look for different 
associations and 

connections
I am reading a great book 
on innovation by author and 
entrepreneur, Shane Snow. In 
Smartcuts: How Hackers, Innovators, 
and Icons Accelerate Success, he relates 
an apparent disparate connection 
between a children's cardiac ward 
and Formula 1 racing. In 1999, 
Great Ormond Street Hospital in 
London was facing a perplexing and 

online news | www.bizmag.co.zabizInspiration

Become more  
INNOVATIVE in 2018
The global Innovation 
Index ranks South Africa 
number 1 in innovation on 
the African continent. How 
can you, as a business 
owner, catch this wave of 
innovation and not be left 
in the doldrums?
Steve Reid of the Centre 
for Entrepreneurship 
at False Bay College 
shares 5 ways to up your 
"innovation quotient"... 

devastating challenge. A high mortality 
rate was plaguing the facility's cardiac 
ward, with fatalities occurring during the 
handovers between the operating room 
and the intensive care unit. This handover 
involved a lengthy, double process which 
took about 15 minutes. Two doctors 
were struck by the idea that there was an 
existing benchmark for rapid hand over 
– in Formula 1! It took the Ferrari team 
seven seconds to change four tyres, fill 
the petrol tank, screw on the new tyres 
and get the car going. They followed up 
this thought with a visit to Ferrari and 
the upshoot of this relational connection 
helped reduce the worst handover errors 

by 66%. This improvement was only 
possible because they did not limit their 
thinking to their medical landscape. 

2Look around you for great 
examples of innovation

Consider the value of deliberately 
exposing yourself to new innovations 
and ideas. An example of this is the 
recently created 25 Best Inventions of 
2017 as decided by Time magazine staff. 
Hundreds of inventions from around the 
world were considered; and eventually 
narrowed down to the top 25. Rihanna; 
drones; and a baby monitoring system 
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only trying jolly hard, but is also likely 
to end up with far more innovation at 
the end of the year. The bottom line is 
summed up by George Bernard Shaw, 
"A life spent making mistakes is not only 
more honourable, but more useful than a 
life spent doing nothing."

5Start small, think big.
For most people, the transition from 

doing what is necessary and then what 
is possible and then into impossible 
work is huge. This creates all types of 
psychological challenge and unease and 
makes giving up easier.

Begin with small steps into the zone of 
necessity and then into possibility. When 
you score small victories, you are telling 
your belief system that it is possible. 
Many little steps all add up to a huge 
step. Don't become impatient with the 
small steps. The results will come, but 
start small and aim and think big.

Zig Ziglar's take on starting bears 
repeating. He says, "You don't have to be 
great to start, but you have to start to be 
great." St Francis of Assisi said, "Start by 
doing what's necessary; then do what's 
possible; and suddenly you are doing the 
impossible."

What do Apple; Hewlett Packard; 
Amazon; Google; the Walt Disney 
Company and Mattel have in common 
apart from being Blue Chip companies?

They all started in garages. Their start 
was relatively insignificant, but through a 
host of factors including innovation, they 
now have a leading role in their respective 
industries.

Make 2018 the year you start 
incorporating innovation into your 
thinking – even if it's just one small 
change. 

may not have a lot in common – except 
for being exemplary in turning up the dial 
in terms of innovation; and finding their 
way into the top 3 spots of this review. 

Beauty products that give 
massive options
Pop superstar Rihanna has ventured 
into her own brand of makeup-Fenty 
Beauty. What gives her the edge is that 
her line, Fenty Beauty has 40 shades of 
foundation and serves a diverse array of 
women, inclusive of women of colour. Her 
competitors are playing catch up as she 
leverages a largely untapped area within 
the beauty market.

Drones that expand your 
photographic ability and 
possibilities
The use of drones has grown 
exponentially in the past five years, 
improving things like wildlife research to 
search and rescue. The DJI Spark aims 
to use this wonderful invention to help 
anyone to take better photos, videos and 
"dronies,"a.k.a. drone selfies. It is easier to 
operate (gesture recognition means you 
can control it with a wave of your hand), 
harder to crash (sensors help prevent 
mid -air collisions) and relatively cheap. 
Imagine a new collection of photographic 
perspectives made possible by this 
innovation.

Wristbands that could give new 
babies a strong start 
Neonatal mortality rates can be adversely 
affected by lack of resources, particularly 
in poorer developing nations. Fat in a 
new baby is helpful, as without it, they 
can rapidly lose body heat, become 
hypothermic and develop breathing and 
other problems. But in areas with few 
resources many hospitals and clinics can't 
afford incubators to keep babies warm, and 
most parents don't know their babies are 
in danger until it's too late. That's the niche 
that the Bempu bracelet fulfils. It is a cheap 
light-up temperature monitoring bracelet 
that fits on a baby's wrist; it sounds an 
alarm and flashes orange if babies are too 
cold, so mothers can warm them against 
their skin or wrap them in blankets.

3Watch and research content 
on innovation

TED talks are the off-shoot of the non-
profit of the same name (which started 
in 1984 as a conference in 1984 where 

Technology, Entertainment and Design 
converged) and have become a powerful 
means of spreading ideas covering almost 
all topics – from science to business 
to global issues – in more than 100 
languages. 

Here are 5 TED talks on innovation that 
could seriously impact your thinking:

■ Understand Where Good Ideas Come 
From - Steven Johnson
■ Play around a Bit - Tim Brown
■ Let Ideas Mingle and Mate - Matt Ridley
■ Learn How to Spread Ideas - Seth Godin
■ Use Obstacles to Your Advantage - Julie 
Burnstein

I have started a journal where I record 
the nuggets from books and material I am 
reading/watching and find this a helpful 
means of cementing my learnings. 

4Develop a new view  
of making mistakes

"A mistake should be your teacher, not 
your attacker. A mistake is a lesson, not a 
loss. It is a temporary, necessary detour, 
not a dead end" - Unknown author.

In South Africa, we have an aversion to 
making mistakes. We often associate 
mistakes with failure. Yet valuable 
mistakes are well-intentioned errors or 
failures, not ones born of carelessness. 
We should make mistakes as early in the 
development process as possible as a 
means of exploring as many options as 
possible. And we should make them when 
it's not costly. Short-term failure yields 
long-term success.

Mistakes, failure and imperfection have 
created life-changing explorations and 
"happy accidents." Did you know that 
mistakes, have led to the discovery of 
DNA, penicillin, aspirin, X-rays, Teflon, 
Velcro, nylon, cornflakes, Coca-Cola and 
chocolate-chip cookies?
A business that makes mistakes is not 

"A mistake should be your teacher, not 
your attacker. A mistake is a lesson, not  

a loss. It is a temporary, necessary 
detour, not a dead end. "
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bizInterview

Building a brand in the new 
world of retail
What do NIC HARRY and COLTON JAMES have in 
common? Far from being men's names, they are 
both local brands carving a niche in the luxury 
goods market. We chatted to the entrepreneurs 
behind the scenes who are braving the competitive 
retail space, where none of the old rules apply...

At 23-years-old, Vincenzo Marchesini and 
Christopher Lowndes are taking the watch 
world by storm with their start-up, Colton 
James Timepieces. Recognising a gap in the 
local market for simply designed yet stylish 
watches – made from quality materials and 
at an affordable price – the duo embarked 
on a quest to create the perfect watch, and 
ended up with a highly successful global 
business. In the last three months of 2017 
alone, their local sales grew by 900%, and 
international sales by 400%. 

You took on a "saturated" market and 
have succeeded despite the odds. What 
elements have led to this success?
The most important thing we have is a 
passion for our product. We know everything 
about how watches work, and how to 
distinguish between good quality and bad 
quality, as well as good value and bad value. 
Our products may have a similar aesthetic 
to some other brands, such as a clean and 
minimal design, however our compelling 
edge of quality, as well as incorporating 
the idea of interchangeable straps and 
customisation, allows the customer to have a 
timepiece that feels just as special as it looks. 
As engineers and designers ourselves, we 
have been able to cut out as many middle 
men as possible, so we are able to offer a 
superior product at a competitive price. 
Furthermore, while many in the industry had 
warned that the market was in a poor state, 
our analysis showed that while the luxury 
market was indeed in a downfall, the fashion 
watch market was climbing. 

What goes into creating  
an authentic brand?
A brand needs to tell a story 
– customers crave some 
background. In our market, 
brands don't typically have 
any substance or inspiration 
behind them, and so we 
decided to give Colton James 
a meaning and a story. We 
dug deep into the beginnings 
of the wrist watch and, using World War One 
gents' wristwatches and airplanes from this 
era as a design influencer, we have custom-
designed almost every component to create 
a watch that is subtly unique and stunning. 

Then it's about making the most of social 
media and engaging with your audience. 
We try to make it fun and encourage our 
followers to get involved with the company 
beyond the point-of sale. It's easy and 
generates the most loyal customers you 
wouldn't believe you'd have. We started 
marketing on Facebook and Instagram, our 
audience's preferred platforms, long before 
we had a product to introduce to them. 
Our Facebook following currently stands 
at 278 000 and Instagram at 87 000. The 
impact of this has been demand for the 
product from customers all over the world 
as far flung as Australia, the United States, 
Germany, India and Taiwan. 

How did you fund the business?
In mid-2017 we launched Colton James 
on the crowdfunding platform Indiegogo, 
despite having been cautioned by 
crowdfunding professionals that our brand 
was not an appropriate match. However, we 
persisted and managed to reach our funding 

goal in just ten days! This achievement 
was driven purely organically by word-of-
mouth from friends, family and social media 
followers. We truly believe again that if you 
have a real passion for your product and that 
it's something to be proud of, there are many 
people out there who will share your vision 
and have the funds to partner with you or 
fund your project. 

Advice for those starting out? 
Don't be scared off by competition. There 
is always a way to be better than them. 
Go to a trade show. Every industry is like 
an iceberg – you only see a fraction of 
what's out there. You won't have any idea 
how much depth and innovation there is 
without full knowledge of how the industry 
itself works and connects. Head to the 
best trade show you can find and speak to 
all the professionals in the industry. Look 
at the recent innovations, find the better 
manufacturers; seek out the ones that can 
be competitive with cost. Get a big list of 
connections, even if only for the future. 
Don't ever shy away from asking people and 
talking about your project...you never know 
how they may benefit from your business, 
and vice versa. 

WATCHING THE MARKET 

Vincenzo Marchesini  
and Christopher Lowndes
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In 2012 Nic Haralambous had just sold 
his last business and was looking for 
something to do. He had the idea to take 
a small amount of capital (R5000), build 
the business in six weeks, and then try to 
turn a profit in 30 days. This exercise led 
to NicHarry.com, which started off selling 
designer socks made out of soft, luxurious 
bamboo fibres, and now includes an 
underwear and T-shirt range. 

What makes Nic Harry unique? 
Our aim was to create a daring and 
environmentally-conscious style 
company, with considered, bold options 
for people seeking the alternative. I 
personally felt that I didn't have enough 
choice when I went shopping  
and started the business for men out 
there who are tired of being boxed into 
a corner every day with dull colours and 
bland design. 

From a brand perspective, we try to 
provide the most incredible customer 
service you'll find in any industry 
anywhere. Treating our customers like 
the heroes they are is a point of pride 
for us. We also offer a monthly sock 
subscription, which was a local first. We 
ship worldwide so customers can get 
anything we make across the planet. 

Once customers have worn our clothing 
they immediately understand the 

incredible value of 
wearing bamboo 
socks, t-shirts and 
underwear. The comfort 
is unparalleled and the 
fabric is anti-bacterial, 
which helps the body 
to breathe better. 
Everything we make is 
designed in-house and 
one-of-a-kind. 

What has been your 
marketing secret 
weapon?
We thrive on word 
of mouth and our 
community newsletters. 
We engage in an 
authentic way and 
this gives people a 
reason to talk about us, 
especially when they've 
been wowed by a great 
customer experience. 
Then they wear our 
style and love us all over again! 

A key challenge so far?
Like many other retailers across the world 
we are finding our way into the new world 
of retail. We've opened stores and closed 
some of them; we've launched digital 
campaigns and then stopped them. It's 
all about testing and learning and I think 
the key is to do this better and faster than 

most. That's our strategy when it comes 
to overcoming pressure points: To fail and 
learn faster.  

Advice for other start-ups? 
The best advice I can give is to shut up 
and do it. Just get down into it and build 
something. You want to carve out a niche? 
Do it. You want to make money, start 
grinding away at it. Stop making excuses, 
stop waiting for a better time, just do it! 

PUT A SOCK IN IT 

Nic Haralambous
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bizInspiration

EXPLORE YOUR EXPONENTIAL 
POTENTIAL

FOLLOW BIG IDEAS. Richard Branson 
once famously said that "If your dreams 
don't scare you, they are too small." In 
today's business world, you can afford 
to think big without facing inevitable 
disappointment. Companies can grow to 
a massive scale faster than ever before 
and from very humble beginnings. Top 
start-ups in multiple industries have 
not just grown steadily year on year. 
They have grown exponentially - having 
doubled, trebled or quadrupled in size in 
the blink of an eye. 

When researching my book, I conducted 
an interesting exercise. I analysed the 
founders of disruptive companies like 
Uber, Airbnb and so forth. I did so using 
an artificial intelligence-backed tool that 
does a full personality assessment of 
people based on their online profile. It 
was very clear that founders of companies 
like Uber and Airbnb shared many 
common attributes. They are naturally 
ambitious, with the ability to thrive in 
unstructured environments and love to 
follow big ideas. You may be thinking 
that this sounds nothing like you. You 
may be naturally risk averse and love 

We live in a crazy age.  
Top companies are growing 
faster than ever and 
companies are disappearing 
faster than ever. If you do 
not have the right mindset 
and toolset, your business 
will soon be destined for 
the history books. So says 
author DEAN FURMAN, 
who chatted to Your 
Business about what is 
needed to ensure that 
you disrupt before being 
disrupted...

stable structures. But, old dogs can 
learn new tricks. There have been huge 
advances in the scientific thought about 
neuroplasticity. It has shown that an adult 
brain can be altered well into adulthood. 
A mind shift is not just a metaphoric term, 
but a literal one and your brain can be 
trained to look at the world differently.

These individuals also have strong 
self-belief. There will always be nay-
sayers trying to stop you from achieving 
greatness – don't pay attention to them. 
They might say things behind your back, 
but soon they will be way behind you 
in every aspect. If you decide to learn, 
learn and learn some more, this will 
give you the confidence to go ahead 
with conviction and to connect the dots 
faster than any potential rivals. As Sadya 
Nadella CEO of Microsoft puts it "Don't 
be a know-it-all, be a learn-it-all." Know-
it-alls get stuck in the present; learn-it-alls 
create the future.

USE YOUR AGILITY. Most small 
businesses are in a fantastic position to 
disrupt the status quo. They need to stop 
fearing the giants in the industry because 

of their sheer size. Their size at one 
time may have been a massive strength 
but now it has also become a massive 
weakness. Their size makes them slow. 
Small businesses should use their extra 
agility to their advantage.

In order to do this, and at the same time 
avoid being disrupted, small business 
owners need to tap into the mindset we 
spoke about earlier. They need to try 
disrupt themselves before being disrupted 
by others. They should deeply question 
every element of their business model. 
If they find a way to drastically improve 
something in their business, they should 
do so with haste, even if short-term this 
requires some investment or discomfort. 
Sooner or later someone else will – 
playing catch up sucks. Small businesses 
can become complacent in good times 
and too close-minded to plan for the 
future in bad times. Both behaviours lead 
to a threat of disruption.

AI FOR MARKETING. I don't think 
that most companies (big or small) 
have scratched the surface of the use 
of artificial intelligence in marketing. 
Hopefully, 2018 will be the year that 
many companies wake up to the potential 
of utilising AI for their marketing efforts. 
It may sound scary or complicated, but 
there are many AI-backed platforms that 
are easy to plug into. For example:

■ AI programs like Persado generate 
language for marketing communications 
(email subject lines, social media paid 
ads, etc) that consumers are statistically 
most likely to engage with. Imagine being 
able to discover the perfect sentences to 
use in your marketing efforts based on 
the results of billions of other marketing 
interactions.

■ There are a number of tools that also 
use AI to understand the personality traits 
of each of the individuals being targeted. 
Then using this information, messages 
can be personalised based on what makes 
each individual tick.

■ For larger companies with a more 

Dean Furman
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significant budget it is possible to 
move over to a fully autonomous 
digital system where practically every 
marketing decision is made through 
artificial intelligence. For example, 
Harley Davidson has recently used a 
platform called Albert with massive 
success. Digital agencies should be 
afraid, very afraid.

SPOT THE OPPORTUNITIES. When 
it comes to networking, reach out to 
people both inside and outside of your 
niche. The more people you meet the 
more opportunities will arise. The old 
saying goes that your network is your 
net worth, and I totally subscribe to 
this. When you meet with someone, 
spend time listening first, rather than 
trying to sell. Don't only focus on 
what you can get from people, but 
where you can add value to them. 
When you give something to others, 
people have a natural inclination to 

want to reciprocate. If you are not 
at the peak of your industry, don't 
be scared to put yourself out there 
and try meet those that you think 
may be "out of your league". Every 
person is a human being just like 
you. It doesn't matter if they have a 
CEO title, drive a Maserati and live 
in a mansion. They were not born 
that way. They had to rise to the 
top and, I guarantee you, one of the 
reasons they did so was because 
they understood the importance of 
building strong networks. Use social 
networking platforms, like LinkedIn 
to build credibility with your online 
contacts. The best way to do this is 
through developing strong content 
and engaging meaningfully with 
the content of others. Once you 
have earned some esteem from 
those in your network, your chances 
of following up with in person 
engagements is far greater.

EXPONENTIAL 
POTENTIAL  
by Dean Furman
R299 from Takealot.com

In his book, Furman 
covers almost 
every element of 
growing a company, 
and gives business 

owners the tools they need to take their 
business to a whole new level. From idea 
generation and building your product 
through to competitive intelligence and 
daily productivity, Exponential Potential will 
help open your mind to innovation in a way 
most never thought possible. 

GIVEAWAY: 
We have three copies of Exponential Potential, 
signed by the author, to give away to readers. 
Simply email "Exponential Potential" to 
competitions@bizmag.co.za or SMS YBM 1 + 
Exponential + your name + email address to 
45508 before 31 March. Each SMS costs R1.50.

*Terms and conditions apply 
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Two SUVs for 2018
Big ones, little ones, 
ugly ones, larney 
ones, utilitarian or 
very fancy, the choice 
is yours. All the 
manufacturers are now 
making Sport Utility 
Vehicles (SUVs) which 
are confusingly similar 
to Crossovers. I believe 
the SUZUKI IGNIS and 
the HAVAL H6 C are 
two vehicles which are 
going to make waves 
this year...

SUZUKI IGNIS 
Suzuki says the Ignis is "a small crossover 
with a big heart, bringing a breath of 
fresh air and innovation to the local small 
car market by linking the wieldy agility of 
a city runabout to the robust styling and 
stance of an all-terrainer." It is a sort of 
cheeky cross-over compact hatchback, 
and a real little stick of dynamite.

Offered in GL and GLX versions, 
the Ignis features a spacious and well-
equipped interior. Despite its compact 
exterior size, there is good legroom and 
headroom, while the boot offers 260 
litres of cargo space, expandable to 
469 litres with the rear seatback folded 
flat. Standard items across all models 
include electric windows, remote central 
locking, air-conditioning, electric power 
steering, and an MP3-compatible CD 
sound system with USB port and 12V 
accessory power socket. The bigger-
than-you-think interior is a funky 
modern space, with a two-tone black 
and white treatment creating a fresh 
ambience. The body colour is repeated in 

the door handles and the central tunnel. 
Most functional items are standard with 
the options being mainly for style and 
individualisation. It also has more usable 
space than the competition.

Safety is a big plus with the Ignis, 
which has air bags, ABS and EBD 
brakes and proper safety elements 
like Total Effective Control Technology 
(TECT), which includes crumple zones 
that efficiently absorb the impact of 
a collision, a chassis that efficiently 
distributes the impact energy, and a 
rigid passenger safety cell. With 180mm 
ground clearance and a power-to-weight 
ratio of 71,65 kW/ton you can go places 
slightly off the tar road. I found the car 
fun to drive although the clutch is a bit 
soft and there is no self-centering for 
the steering. Even so, I liked it. Suzuki 
claims consumption of 4.9L/100km with 
the sporty 1.2 litre 4 cyl motor which has 
a (to me) delightful growl and it is very 
frugal. 

The Suzuki Ignis 1.2 GLX costs 
R189 900. Warranty of 3 years or 
100 000km and a 30 000km service 
plan. The competition includes the 
Mazda2, Ford Figo, VW up!, Smart 
ForFour, Kia Picanto and Honda Brio.

HAVAL H6 C
The Haval H6 C (the C stands for Coupe) 
fits into the medium-SUV (family car) 
category, which together with the 
small-SUV category are the fastest 
growing segments in the market. Its 
direct competition in size and space are 
Mazda CX-5, Ford Kuga, Kia Sportage 
or Hyundai Tucson and Toyota Rav 4. 
Its price competitors are the smaller 
Nissan Qashqai, Renault Kadjar, Ford 
Ecosport, Suzuki Vitara and Mazda CX-3 
to mention a few.

The H6 C has a little ace up its sleeve. 
Pierre Leclercq, the designer of the 
original BMW X5, penned the H6 C, 
which does not look derivative, but has 
proportions and a silhouette that appear 
sophisticated. You could say a bit of Audi 
up front, Evoque at the back and Ford 
Kuga in the middle. The car looks good 
and is well designed.
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Inside the car looks quietly upmarket and 
smart in a subdued way and appears well 
screwed together, with the impression 
of quality and sophistication, both in 
the materials used and the way it has 
been put together. The rear legroom is 
generous, the split seatback folds flat 
easily and the back seat has more space 
than its price rivals with comfortable 
reclining seats, ISOFIX anchors, rear 
aircon vents, reading lights, and nice 
materials in the door trims. Standard 
features across the range include dual-
zone climate control, keyless entry, 
automatic headlights and rain-sensing 
wipers. The mid- and top-spec models 
also each boast an eight-way, electrically 
adjustable driver's seat, while the flagship 
Luxury derivative adds a panoramic 
sunroof and Xenon headlamps.

On the transmission tunnel it has an 
Audi-style toggle, gear-lever and buttons, 
in the dash a large touchscreen (although 
the infotainment system is a little 
underwhelming); a lovely leather steering 
wheel and well-bolstered seats together 
with loads of cup and bottle holders and 
places to keep things complete the very 
pleasant cabin. I think the sun screen 
in the roof may not quite be up to our 
summer sun. Haval has worked hard with 
the H6C to improve comfort and NVH 
levels adding to the impression of quality. 
One thing bothers me. When the doors 
are open the grab-handle is too far away 
and you have to really stretch to reach 
out and close the door. This is something 
you will get used to though.

The steering is not too light, so the car 
feels planted, but as caradvice.com says 
of the steering: "odd electro-assisted 
steering, which feels artificial and overly 
resistant on centre for our tastes." I 
could not agree more. The H6 just soaks 
up bumps and road irregularities as a 
result of the damper force and spring 
rates being just right, making the car ride 
well. The model we tested rides on 19 
inch alloys wearing Cooper tire 225/55 
radials, but base models have 17 inch 
wheels shod with 225/65 tyres. The 
spare is a spacesaver. Interestingly the H6 
comes with a fire extinguisher in the boot.
A five-star C NCAP rating gives peace of 
mind. The top spec models get 6 airbags 
but all the models get ABS, EBD and 
so on. The 2.0 litre turbo-petrol engine 
develops 140kW of power and a healthy 
310Nm of torque giving it a claimed fuel 

consumption of 9.8 L/100 km but expect 
to average around 12 L/100 km in real 
driving conditions, so it is quite thirsty 
but in the zone for this type and size 
car. The six-speed dual-clutch automatic 
gearbox from Getrag is nicely matched to 
the engine, or you can opt for a six-speed 
manual gearbox. For now only the front 
wheel drive versions are available here.
I found the all-round performance to 
be good. This Haval is well engineered. 
Standard features across the range 
include dual-zone climate control, keyless 
entry, automatic headlights and rain-
sensing wipers. The mid- and top-spec 
models also each boast an eight-way, 
electrically adjustable driver's seat, while 
the flagship Luxury derivative adds a 
panoramic sunroof and Xenon headlamps.

The H6 C is available in three trim levels: 
City, Premium, and Luxury. You will 
struggle to find a better-specced SUV 
than this in this price range, or even for 

R100k more. The H6 C is a good car, well 
equipped and well-priced. It appears to 
be well built too. The best car from China 
that I have driven. 

The prices are as follows:
2.0T MT City 4X2 – R329 900, 2.0T 
MT Premium 4X2 – R339 900, 2.0T MT 
Luxury 4X2 – R359 900, 2.0T DCT City 
4X2 – R359 900, 2.0 DCT Premium 4x2 
– R369 900

All H6 C's have a very good five-year/ 
100 000km warranty and a five-year/ 
60 000km service plan.  

Wallace du Plessis is the epitome of 
a petrol head. He also has a passion 
for small business and helping them 
turn their dreams into a reality. He has 
managed SME publications, worked 
in TV and now writes for the web and 
Your Business.

Haval H6 C

Haval H6 C Interior
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SME SURVIVAL GUIDE
With 70-80% of SMEs 
failing within the first five 
years, and only 1% growing 
to employ more than ten 
people, South African small 
businesses are struggling 
to realise their own growth 
potential and become active 
drivers of job creation. And 
with slow economic growth, 
ongoing political uncertainty, 
and a national budget 
shortfall of R209 billion, they 
look set to face a tough time 
ahead. In order to stay afloat 
in the next six months (and 
beyond), Lulalend CEO Trevor 
Gosling advises these do-or-
die priorities... 

1 Ensure access to funding
With traditional lenders having 

largely lost their appetite for exposure 
to unsecured lending following the 
crisis at African Bank a few years ago, 
the majority of SMEs have been left 
high and dry without access to funding 
via traditional banking channels. In 
Lululend's latest SME survey, 76% of 
respondents said they suffered through 
tedious paperwork and waited for 
months, only to have their applications 
for funding denied. This creates an 
environment of immense risk to SMEs, 
as, in a time of constrained economic 
growth and difficult trading conditions, 
profits are likely minimal – meaning 
that any event causing need for quick 
access to funding could spell disaster – 

or even ruin – should the business not 
get the funding it needs to tie it over. 

Filling the gap are fintech start-ups, 
many of which offer some form of 
lending support. These tech-first 
lenders are able to adapt quicker to 
changing market needs than their 
big traditional peers, and are playing 
an increasingly important role in 
supporting a rather fragile SME sector. 
Unencumbered by legacy systems, 
these companies can often process and 
award loan applications in a matter of 
days. 

2Understand your business
But it's not all about the banks 

and lenders: SME owners also need to Trevor Gosling
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play a more active role in ensuring 
their businesses are resilient 
enough to withstand times of 
hardship. Many SMEs lack basic 
accounting and administrative 
processes, leaving business owners 
blind to potential weak spots or 
areas of opportunity. Successful 
entrepreneurs are able to take 
calculated risks to accelerate 
their growth and expand into 
new markets, but without a solid 
understanding of the current state 
of their business, any risk they take 
is potentially ruinous. A lack of 
adequate financial reporting also 
limits SMEs' ability to apply for and 
secure funding.
 

3Use technology as an 
enabler 

Technology can provide support to 
SMEs wishing to strengthen their 
administrative and operational 
processes. Even competent use of 
something as basic as Excel could 
give SME owners much-needed 
insight into the state of their 
businesses. Online accounting 
software such as Xero gives 
SMEs enormous authority over 
their finances and helps business 
owners plan and strategise 
more effectively. In a do-or-die 
environment such as the one we 
currently find ourselves in, every 
slight advantage could mean the 
difference between success and 
failure, survival or bankruptcy.

SMEs should prioritise marketing 
their business effectively. 47% of 
respondents in the survey listed 
marketing as the biggest potential 
factor in growing sales and 
revenue, and yet only a third had a 
marketing budget. Technology can 
provide cost effective marketing 
opportunities to small businesses 
and assist with reaching and 
influencing key stakeholders. 
Google AdWords, social media 
profiles, LinkedIn groups, and even 
a basic website not only increases 

the SME's exposure in the market, 
but also gives potential lenders 
comfort that the business is well-
supported and in a healthy state.

Entrepreneurs should also 
seek membership of relevant 
associations and industry bodies 
to get access not only to other 
businesses and business owners, 
but to draw on the knowledge 
and research capacity most such 
associations and industry bodies 
produce. The better a business 
owner's knowledge of the market 
in which he or she operates is, the 
better they are able to adapt to 
changes and ensure the long-term 
sustainability of their businesses.
 

4Partner, and partner 
well

Partners can play a vital role in 
supporting and driving business 
growth in the SME sector. 
Whether it is an equity partner 
providing much needed financing 
during the early stages of a 
business, or a business partner 
that provides goods or services 
that are complementary to an 
SME's core business, effective 
partnership is essential for long-
term business sustainability.

SME owners should however 
take care to ensure the partner 
shares similar values and ethics, 
and strive toward building long-
term trust with a view to ensuring 
mutual benefit between the two 
businesses. 

In our current economic climate, 
a go-it-alone, shoot-from-the-hip 
approach is a recipe for disaster. 
Business owners should prioritise 
gaining access to funding, 
improving their financial and 
administrative processes, expand 
their marketing efforts, and seek 
appropriate partnerships to 
ensure they continue to survive 
and thrive. 

READ THE WARNING SIGNS
George Mienie is the CEO of Autotrader, 
which took the bold decision of 
migrating from a print publication to a 
fully digital offering in 2009. He shares 
some crucial business insights learnt 
in this process, and gives some tips on 
re-inventing your business when you see 
the signs of decline...

What action should a business owner 
take when they see signs of decline? 
I guess the simple and perhaps most 
difficult answer is that re-invention should 
come way before the decline even starts.  
In my experience a business decline is the 
result of not having noticed the signs of a 
changing market early enough. It's a case 
of prevention is better than cure. 

How much emphasis a business should 
place on the need to re-invent itself 
is black and white. If a business wants 
to survive, and thrive, constant and 
appropriate re-invention is key. It's also 
important to stick to a decision to re-
invent an offering completely, rather than 
simply trying to re-engineer a current 
offering. You've got to have courage to go 
all the way. Your decision needs to inform 
your every move. In 2007, even though 
our print magazine was still our main form 

George Mienie

continued on page 16
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of revenue, our every action was focused 
on digital. Being focused on a clear goal is 
a radically empowering mindset."

And if you're on the brink of collapse, 
despite a solid business model? 
Start inside - if you know you have a 
good product, then it's your interaction 
with the customer that must change. 
Understand your customer's journey to 
and with you, and make it as beneficial as 
possible. If your product is good, and you 
have the drive and resources to adapt, 
then keep going, keep searching for the 
perfect interface between you and your 
customer within a constantly changing 
world. I'm not a fan of giving up!

How important is market research, in 
order to stay relevant?
Research is fundamental to a business, 
and it should be uncomplicated. At 
AutoTrader the core of our research is 
the desire to understand our customer's 
journey in relation to our service, as deeply 
as possible. We know that we have a 
good product and therefore that there is 
demand, but it's the path to our product 
that changes. Be aware of that path, as well 
as alternative paths, that you may or may 
not be offering. It's at the touch points, 
the places that your customer comes into 
contact with your business, that are most 
interesting. It's there that changes in your 
customers' behaviour will be seen, which 
are signals to how you should be changing 
to accommodate shifting needs.

What top survival tip do you have for 
business owners in 2018?
Watch your costs. An effective way to 
do that is to digitise as many processes 
as you can. In today's world that's not 
difficult to do – an invoice or contract 
process is easy to take off paper. Try and 
pull admin resources back. A contract 
signing can be digitised rather than 
conducted in person. Meeting the 
customer personally sounds ideal, but the 
reality is it takes place after the sale. Your 
resources should go into closing the sale, 
thereafter streamline the other aspects of 
your business. Be sure to communicate 
with your customers as often as you 
can - the saying goes "It's easier to keep 
a customer, than to get a new one", and I 
believe it's true. Apply your resources to 
your current customers in order to make 
sure that they stay with you. Invest in 
what you have.  

Looking to chart a 
new growth path?
Consider these insights from Jesse Weinberg,  
Head of the SME Customer Segment at FNB Business...
Small business success becomes 
a monumental task when there's 
arguably very little to no real 
economic growth overall. However 
every challenge presents an 
opportunity, and in South Africa, not 
only are we fortunate to consistently 
have SME development as a key 
objective on the national government 
agenda, but most corporates are 
also  hungry to shift spend to smaller 
businesses as part of the procurement 
policies. As you look for a glimpse of 
inspiration off the back of a tough 
2017, remember: 

■ The digital economy is in full 
swing – SMEs that are comfortably 
operating without adopting digital 

technology in their business will 
likely be outperformed by their 
competitors unless they adapt to 
the current reality. Across the globe, 
consumers and businesses are rapidly 
migrating services to digital channels 
for its sheer efficiency, convenience 
and scalability. This includes basic 
elements like digitising accounting 
processes with software, through 
to using social media to campaign 
to customers. If you're ever unsure 
where to start, start by observing your 
customers and listening carefully to 
how they expect to be dealing with 
a business like yours – you can't go 
wrong by putting yourself in your 
customers' shoes and then reflecting 
on your business through their eyes.

Pat Pattinson, Founder of CPM 
Services gives some expert insight 
into this addition to legislation. CPM 
has been in the industry of helping 
businesses in distress long before it 
was formally recognised, and also 
offers informal and confidential 
assistance to prevent the situation 
reaching the Business Rescue stage. 

The restructuring and rehabilitation 
of companies in financial distress 
is on the increase globally. In line 
with this trend, Chapter 6 of the 
new Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, 

(the Act) introduced "Business 
Rescue" to the South African 
business landscape. This part of 
the act allows financially distressed 
businesses to file for Business 
Rescue and with the assistance of a 
business rescue practitioner bring 
the business back to a more stable 
and profitable entity.

What exactly  
is Business  
Rescue?

Pat Pattinson

continued from page 15



The act was largely written in an 
attempt to save jobs, with a dedicated 
section on the effect of rescue on 
employees and contracts. In short, 
employees and employee contracts 
must be handled in the same manner 
as outside business rescue. This 
would include but not be limited to 
retrenchments. It is also a fact that 
this process is aimed at saving the 
business and not necessarily the 
company itself. It could be necessary 
to dissolve the company to save 
the business. This could be done by 
means of mergers or acquisitions or 
the complete buyout of the business.

This legislation prevents creditors 
from commencing liquidation 
procedures against the business and 
prevents any of its assets from being 
taken by any party. This gives the 

company the opportunity it needs to 
re-organise and restructure its affairs 
and structure a payment scheme 
with its creditors.

While preventing liquidations is 
a seemingly obvious goal, the 
definition of business rescue may 
result in the fact that, once you have 
achieved a better outcome, i.e better 
repayment of debt to creditors, 
than would have been achieved 
via traditional and immediate 
liquidation, a successful rescue could 
still result in the business being 
liquidated and jobs lost. 

Contact Pat to find out how  
CPM Services can assist you.
Call: 082 749 6462, email: 
info@cmpservices.biz or 
visit: www.cpmservices.biz.

■ Expect little to no help from the 
economy – The World Bank recently 
predicted that SA will grow at roughly 
1.1% in 2018 and while this is not cast in 
stone, it's a relatively firm indicator that 
SMEs will have to do the hard yards to 
engineer any form of business growth. 
The focus should thus mainly be on 
differentiating your business, products or 
services from your competitors through 
marketing or even innovation if possible.

■ 'Think local, act global' – Your business 
may be based in South Africa but its 
potential to scale shouldn't be hampered 
by your location. In other words, be 
open to the opportunity of growing your 
business beyond South African shores, 
especially if your service or product has 

universal appeal and relevance. With 
global marketplaces such as Alibaba 
and AirBnB, the world market has 
never been more accessible and easier 
to do business with.

■ Avoid the race to the bottom 
– Market forces continue to show that 
consumers aren't only focused on the 
cheapest product or service despite 
the tough economic conditions. These 
days offering great service will build 
trust and loyalty with customers 
and keep them coming back. If you 
combine this with good quality, 
accessible products and services you 
will generally have an edge over your 
competitors offering the same or 
similar products and services.  
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Are you SPENDING 
too much?

Take note of any warning signs and put a corrective plan in place...

Almost all aspects of running a business 
currently require some sort of financial 
investment. But this doesn't mean that 
business owners should pour every cent 
they have into the business in an effort to 
guarantee a successful undertaking. Start-
up businesses often fall into the trap of 
spending excessive amounts in expensive 
marketing ventures and new technology, 
unnecessary infrastructure and personnel. 
Even established businesses can lose 
sight of where their money is going and 
end up running at a loss, or struggling 
with cashflow issues. 

An immediate indicator that your 
business may be spending too much 
would be cash shortages hampering 
the business from meeting its ongoing 
commitments, for example, creditors' 
payments, making payments late or 
perhaps always being under pressure to 
stay within bank facility limits. This could 
be because of failing to collect cash 
from customers timeously, but often, 
it is due to spending more than the 
business is earning. Tracking expenditure 

on an ongoing basis in accordance with 
budgets and cash flow forecasts will 
indicate early warning signs that a cash 
shortage is looming, which can often be 
countered by taking necessary actions.   

Track and check 
An astute and responsible business owner 
should constantly assess their spending, 
whether on operational expenditure or 
capital projects. By monitoring this and 
tracking it against your business's plans, 
budgets and cash flow forecasts, you will 
find yourself worrying a lot less as you 
can be confident that your spending is in 
accordance with the planned objectives 
of the business.  

Businesses should also constantly track 
their expenses to evaluate whether they 
are getting value for money and gauge 
if the expense is still required by the 
business and is not just a "nice to have".  
Make sure you review all your policies 
and work out whether you can save on 
certain types of expenses, for example, 
business travel vs economy travel. Be sure 

to consider obtaining updated pricing 
at certain renewal dates, e.g. insurance 
policy anniversaries, office cleaning 
contracts etc. to take advantage of 
possible cost savings.   

As each business is unique, there is no 
set benchmark or ratio of net profit-to-
expenses. The relationship between gross 
profit and expenses is intertwined as this 
will determine whether your business 
ultimately reflects a net profit or loss. 

All businesses should strongly consider 
having cash reserves, with the amount 
depending on the type of business. For 
example, there will be more uncertainty 
with a start-up business than there would 
be in a large established company. A 
cyclical/seasonal business would have 
to budget for an increase in its cash 
requirements in those concentrated 
months. It is generally easier to estimate 
the cash reserve requirements in an 
established business as there is historical 
data that you can rely on to calculate this.
It is important to bear in mind that 
keeping large cash reserves tie up cash 
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that could be used to grow the business. 
There is no right or wrong answer and 
each business needs to decide on the 
amount of cash reserves that they're 
comfortable with. 

The right toolkit 
"Key performance indicators", known as 
KPIs, can be an effective tool to provide 
objective measurements of the results of 
a business. Cash management is one of 
the most important aspects of a business: 
cash is the lifeblood of a business, and 
making sure that it is both available and 
spent in the right areas is essential. KPIs, 
therefore, can be set to measure the cash 
management performance of a business, 
providing valuable information about 
whether cash is available to be used or 
is trapped and tied up, and help monitor 
cash balances. 

KPIs can even be used to measure error 

rate, as we do not live in an ideal world 
and errors are unavoidable, but how 
much do these errors cost a business? 
Specific KPIs are set to measure the 
percentage of payments containing errors, 
which is an effective tool to identify an 
unnecessary waste of cash resources. 
There are a number of existing KPIs that 
are used in practice to measure cash 
management performance and a business 
can decide which will be most beneficial. 

Cash flow forecasting is also an effective 
tool, whether it be for the next day, week, 
or month, as it helps to establish the 
right level of cash requirements for the 
future. To facilitate this process, KPIs can 
be set to measure the variance between 
actual cash and forecasted cash and the 
differences can be investigated. Was 
the predetermined standard unrealistic, 
resulting in more cash needing to be 
spent? But surely, this cash expenditure 

would be considered "responsible"? 
Or was the difference attributable 
to excess cash expenditure that 
cannot be considered necessary; and 
thus, "wasteful"?

In today's tough economic climate, it 
is crucial for a business to have proper 
plans in place to ensure that they are 
not bleeding money. If you find that you 
don't have the knowledge to outline 
budgets, forecasts, KPIs and necessary 
cash reserves, it's advisable to get a 
professional on board who can help set 
things on the right track. 

Martin McGarrigle is the Joint 
Managing Partner and Audit Partner 
at BDO Pretoria. BDO is a group of 
accounting firms operating throughout 
Southern Africa, offering accounting, 
auditing, secretarial, tax, financial 
services and risk management.  
www.bdo.co.za
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Get a grip  
on BAD DEBT ...before it grips your business. 

payment is written off. Generally, 
a late payment becomes bad debt 
when you've exhausted all reasonable 
avenues to recover the due payment. 

A negative ripple effect 
The value of sales a business makes in a 
particular period generally determines 
its growth prospects and viability, 
especially for a start-up business. In 
most start-up companies, every new 
sale is a cause for celebration and could 
add a notch or two to the growth level 
of the business. 

In the same way, the opposite can be 
expected where a start-up business 

Has your business ever been faced 
with the sad situation of having 
to write off irrecoverable debt? 
Considering the economic challenges 
of recent years, the answer is 
probably 'yes'. And if not, it's unlikely 
that this will be the case indefinitely. 
Either way, as a business owner it's 
vital to know how to best prevent 
and manage bad debt. 

Let's take a few steps back before 
we get to the nitty-gritty of this 
issue. The primary objective of 
most companies is to generate 
income and in turn make a profit 
for their shareholders or owners. 
Generally, the amount of income a 
business generates is inextricably 
linked to the sales it makes.

The stages of creeping 
credit 
In order to increase sales, 
many businesses offer credit to 
customers who may otherwise not 
have been able to afford to buy 
their products. The reality is that a 
portion of these (credit) purchases 
may not be paid when payment 
is due. In time, if no payment is 

FINANCE

received, you would be left with no 
choice but to eventually write off the 
purchases. 

Bad debt is essentially a credit (debt 
owed by a customer to the business) 
or part of a credit that a creditor 
considers to be unrecoverable. The 
question that comes to mind is, when 
does credit become bad debt? Credit 
undergoes several stages before it 
can be categorised as bad debt and 
different types of businesses may 
have different approaches as to how 
they define when an overdue payment 
becomes a bad debt, along with what 
conditions should be met before the 
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credit sale becoming overdue in the 
first place, mechanisms should be set 
up to screen credit applicants from 
the outset. These will differ according 
to the risk appetite of each business, 
but the bottom line is that credit 
references must be requested and 
checks conducted before any credit 
is granted. In terms of the National 
Credit Act, 2005, a credit provider is 
obligated to do a proper affordability 
assessment; so failure to do this may 
also result in legal consequences. 

Bear in mind that the outcome of 
a credit check does not necessarily 
provide 100% certainty on whether a 
customer will pay its debt or not, but 
rather gives an indication on whether 
the customer has sufficient funds to 
do so, as well as some background 
on their credit history. Just as one 
anticipates bad weather in winter, a 
poor credit history gives reason to 
anticipate non-payment.

How to get rid of bad debt
There are many reasons that can cause 
credit to become bad debt, such as 
a customer disputing delivery of a 
product, or a customer experiencing 
financial difficulties, just to name two. 
It's therefore unlikely that a business 

(or any business for that matter) loses 
one or more sales. Non-payments 
and subsequent write-offs may even 
contribute to the collapse of a business 
– these effects will often be felt more 
acutely by a new business. 

Bad debts not only adversely affect 
the cashflow of a business, but lead to 
wasted time and energy. By way of an 
example, company X enters into a sale 
agreement with B to sell a particular 
product on credit. In its income 
statement, company X records the 
sale amount as revenue. A few months 
down the line, B struggles to pay the 
full or part of the purchase price. In 
its attempt to recover the amount 
due from B, company X does all it can 
reasonably do with no success, and 
finally resorts to writing the debt off. 
Company X would then have to go back 
to its accounting records to record this 
bad debt, and thereby adjust its income 
statement. In this example, company 
X will not only lose income as a result 
of the bad debt, but will also lose all 
the time trying to recover the amounts 
due by B, and lose time on making the 
necessary accounting adjustments.

The first line of defence 
In order to reduce the likelihood of a 

can avoid bad debt entirely. This is 
the case even in countries with stable 
economic growth. A business can 
only do everything possible to reduce 
the likelihood of overdue payments 
becoming bad debt, by having rigorous 
affordability assessment and credit 
check procedures in place. 

In addition to credit check controls,  
a business could also structure 
payment terms that encourage prompt 
payment. For example, offering 
discounts for payments made within 
a specific period. This serves as 
encouragement for customers to settle 
their debts on time, or even early.

As with most things, prevention is 
certainly better than cure. Although bad 
debt is unfortunately an expense every 
business will have to face at some 
point, it pays to be proactive and put 
checks in place to prevent credit from 
becoming bad debt in the first place. 

Max Sikhungo joined Dommisse Attorneys 
Inc. as a paralegal in 2014 and assists 
the Compliance and Regulatory team. 
Dommisse Attorneys is a fully specialised 
corporate finance and commercial law 
firm, with a strong focus on providing 
start-ups with the legal support they need. 
www.dommisseattorneys.co.za

Bad debts not only adversely affect  
the cashflow of a business, but lead  
to wasted time and energy.
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Digicell continues to expand 
its footprint, and invites 
motivated entrepreneurs to 
join the journey...
2017 was a bumper year for the Digit 
team, as they celebrated not only ten 
years in business, but also their largest 
growth year yet. And, with FASA 
(Franchise Association of South Africa) 
accreditation as well as PSiRA (Private 
Security Industry Regulatory) recognition 
as further recent endorsements for the 
brand, their 2018 looks set to soar. "We 
plan to grow internationally this year, and 
open master franchisees in key countries 
in East and West Africa, as well as in the 
UK, Australia, New Zealand and India," 
says Lee Bester - Franchise Development 
(HQ). Closer to home, there are numerous 
opportunities available countrywide, with 
some urgent hotspots waiting for self-
motivated, target-driven entrepreneurs to 
take up the business on offer. 

Bester emphasises that Digit is the first 
vehicle tracking company of it's size and 
installation base that offers investors 
100% independent ownership. "No 
royalties, marketing fees or management 
fees...and no previous experience 
required, just a passion for building a 
successful business and for the Digit 
brand. We teach the rest." 

Becoming a market leader 
Digicell founder and CEO Rordon Cowley 
entered a well-established vehicle 
tracking market in 2007 but felt that 
there was too little emphasis on vehicle 
telematics for fleet management. The 
Digit product was developed with the 
objective of addressing the need to 
give fleet owners their own platform to 
manage vehicles live, instead of relying on 
historical manual information, obtained 
from log-sheets. He teamed up with the 
right people in the industry, determined 
to become a leader in vehicle solutions 

to reduce loss or mitigate risk. Digicell 
has expanded capabilities to include 
the renowned DFuel system which is a 
comprehensive fuel measuring solution. 
The company also supplies a range of 
Mobile DVR systems to allow video 
recording and live streaming of vehicles, 
drivers and occupants. 

From day one the business was started 
with a distribution and franchise model, 
and, with 80+ franchisee's now forming 
this dynamic network, the plan is to push 
the business to new levels, a move which 
is being welcomed by entrepreneurs 
who are keen to become part of this 
success story. With its proven exceptional 
growth and unique business model, it is 
possible for a successful structure to be 
leveraged to the prospective investor's 
advantage. Each franchisee procures 
products from Digicell (HQ) (who develop 
and manufacture the products and own 
their trademarks) and then re-sell them 

together with installation and support to 
their customers.

The bottom line 
The cost of a turnkey franchise is 
R513 000, including Vat. This investment 
includes the right to use and operate 
under the Digit name and concept, access 
to Intellectual Property & Information, 
full owner and staff training and training 
content, initial legal costs, full Digit 
vehicle branding for two vehicles, a fully 
operational website and email domain, 
a laptop, a marketing kit including two 
sets of business cards and various items 
of apparel and collateral, a standard 
installation tool kit and start up stock. 

Investors should make provision for 
working capital of approximately 
R60 000, (estimate) and simple formulas 
are provided which assist in calculating 
the viability of the business plan.  

A multiple digit  
business success story

Advertorial

Abrie de Klerk, owner Digit MDS and  
Lee Bester - Franchise Development (HQ)
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. . . just a passion for building a 
successful business and for the  

Digit brand. We teach the rest." 

Each dealer needs to decide what 
quantity of sales they can realistically 
achieve, depending on the number of 
staff, the area, resources and skills on 
hand. A substantial return-on-investment 
(ROI) is possible, with the most important 
factor when calculating the viability of the 
business plan being the ability to maintain 
operating expenses while still making 
sufficient profit. 

With their passion for quality and by 
partnering with high-end suppliers who 
are the best in their field, Digit delivers 
products that offer great features, 
excellent reliability and a long life 
expectancy. 

While Digicell has opted to manufacture 
their own high-spec tracking and fleet 
management devices, some products 
and components are imported, either 
because of the cost implication or 

but it is the advanced features they offer 
that place them at the forefront of this 
ever-developing technology. Heading 
up the training and dealer development 
department, Bester prides himself on 
the level of training and support offered 
to new dealers. While the company 
encourages a culture of learning, the 
extensive network of distributors and 
installers means that it is not necessary 
for distributors to complete all the training 
on offer. For distributors who want to 
specialise in some of the more advanced 
aspects of fleet management, specialised 
training courses are available. To further 
assist dealers in building their business 
the company employs lead generating 
systems that identify customers by area. 
The annual conference held in the first 
quarter of each year offers an opportunity 
for networking and it is here that 
friendships have developed that extend 
beyond business. 

technological advances that cannot be 
matched locally. Manufacturing locally 
enables them to control and manage the 
design and development of their devices 
whilst contributing to the economy 
through their support of local component 
suppliers. 

The support you need 
Today, GPS and cellular communications 
form part of everyday life, so 
understanding the basis of the technology 
employed by Digit is not rocket science, 

"Honesty and professional business 
ethics are of the utmost importance 
and are considered the most important 
qualities in the Digicell family," says 
Founder Rordon Cowley; and members 
of the network can attest to these values 
being the foundation upon which the 
business has thrived. With the current 
lack of job prospects in South Africa, 
self-employment or entrepreneurship 
becomes a solid option, even for those 
who did not grow up thinking that 
starting a business was for them. Joining 
a tried-and-tested model makes building 
a sustainable enterprise a lot simpler. 
"The Digit solution continues to evolve, in 
keeping with changing trends and market 
developments. Your business career can 
grow with us and we look forward to 
meeting with you to discuss your future 
with the Digit team," ends Bester. 

Enquire with Digicell today! Call  
076 860 6203, email lee@digicell.co.za,  
or visit www.digicell.co.za
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The franchising industry has 
steadily shown adaptability to 
the tough economy by growing 
the sector 3.6% over the past 
four years – from contributing an 
estimated 9.7% to the country's 
GDP in 2014 to its recent figure 
of 13.3%. According to a recent 
FASA survey, 78% of franchisors 
are optimistic about future growth 
in their businesses. Morne Cronje, 
Head of Franchising at FNB 
Business, shares some trends 
to assist business owners in 
keeping abreast of their operating 
environment:

Multi-brand franchisees – More 
franchisees are starting to jump into 
the bandwagon of having several 
franchisees on their belt not just 
having one; doing this helps to 
improve cash flow as well as offering 
protection against the ups and 
downs in business.

Health and education – According 
to FASA, these two sectors are 
rapidly growing, because more 
people are starting to become 
health conscious, while on the other 
hand education is a priority for 
South Africa. As a result, there is a 
strong demand for these sectors.
Increased customisation – 

Consumers have gained control of 
what they want; it is no longer about 
what do you have on the menu, 
it is now about how your product 
or service can be tailor-made to 
what a customer really wants. For 
example, Brian Altriche, Founder 
of RocoMamas with 61 franchise 
outlets, is of the view that his 
business model clearly responds to 
the essence of this trend by allowing 
consumers to create their own 
burgers as they want.

On-demand products/ services – In 
this fast-paced environment 
customers control their experiences 
by wanting products or services that 
speak to this need. Franchisors who 
want to expand their business should 
start exploring this trend.

The significance of online and 
social media - Traditional marketing 
is no longer the magic bullet as 
more people now use social media 
to interact with brands, whether to 
express anger, inquire or to show 
appreciation. It is no longer about 
the question of should a business 
use social media or not, it is now 
more about how a business uses 
social media to better serve its 
customers.

At the beginning of January 2018, 
US-based private equity firm NRD 
Capital announced that it had 
acquired the 45-year-old iconic 
South African family restaurant chain, 
Mike's Kitchen. This acquisition and 
entry into the country forms part of a 
long-term strategy which will include 
the acquisition and development of 
multiple brands in South Africa and 
across the African continent. 

Mike Kitchen's interim CEO Salim 
Shermohammed said that the 
company's acquisition would see the 

restaurant return to its former glory. 
"Over the past four decades the 
operation has grown to 67 units, then 
shrunk down to four and is currently 
at 17," he said. "Our target for 2022 is 
47 units. Mike's Kitchen will continue 
with an upward trajectory of growth 
and we are currently getting our 
house in order." While the brand and 
slogan ("It's family time") will remain, 
a new corporate identity has been 
designed, which looks to harness 
elements of the brand's heritage 
and a progressive approach to the 
millennial market. ENTREPRENEURS: 

CONSIDER THE 
OPPORTUNITIES 
IN MEDICAL 
TOURISM 

FRANCHISING TRENDS FOR 2018

Research by SA Tourism indicates 
that foreign spending on medical 
care in South Africa has increased 
from R582m to approximately 
R916m in 2015, as the number of 
tourists originating from Europe 
and those coming by air from other 
African countries has increased. 
This often overlooked sector,  
worth between $45 billion and  
$72 billion globally, is set to grow  
at an estimated 15% annually. 

"Travellers coming to South Africa 
for medical treatments do so 
for cost savings, South Africa's 
infrastructure, medical technology, 
qualified and skilled doctors at an 
international standard, and most 
advantageous is the fact that the 
English language is widely spoken 
in South Africa," says Charnel Kara, 
Tourism Specialist at FNB Business. 
"The average tourist stays in South 
Africa for an estimated six days, 
meaning that hospitality services 
and other businesses can tailor or 
enhance their product offering to 
cater to this growing demand."

MIKE'S KITCHEN  
PLANS BIG COME BACK

THE BIZOPPS GUIDE Industry Snippets
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Grocery App 
recognised in 
MTN Business 
App of the Year 
Awards 

Vutlharhi Valoyi, hailing from the village of 
Ntshuxi outside of Giyani in Limpopo is the 
founder and CEO of Zulzi, an on-demand 
delivery service app that brings groceries to 
the doors of its customers within an hour. 
Zulzi took first place in the Best Breakthrough 
Developer category of the recent MTN 
Business App of the Year Awards, as well 
as taking first place in the People's Choice 
Award, which gave members of the public the 
opportunity to vote for their favourite app in 
the competition. 

Zulzi works with retail outlets including Pick 
'n Pay, Woolworths, Dis-Chem, Riverside 
Liquors and Pick 'n Pay Liquor, in addition 
to a number of restaurants and fast food 
outlets. Once a customer places an order, a 
Zulzi personal shopper located closest to the 
outlet where the order is placed is notified 
and begins shopping for the customer. When 
the shopping is completed, the nearest driver 
(including Uber and Taxify independent 
drivers) is notified to pick up and deliver the 
order to the customer's doorstep. Customers 
can monitor the progress of their orders on 
their smartphones in real time.

Zulzi is already making an impact in a number 
of suburbs in the north of Johannesburg, 
and already has in excess of 9 000 active 
registered users. Further to this, the company 
has delivered over 15 000 orders since the 
company was started in 2016. These orders 
were delivered within an hour of the order 
being placed. 

e-Commerce has changed the way 
the world conducts business, and 
in South Africa the online spend is 
forecast to grow to over R53 billion 
by 2018, according to the PayPal 
and Ipsos third annual cross-border 
commerce report. The US is the most 
popular cross-border online shopping 
destination for South African online 
shoppers, followed by China and the 
UK. In order for e-commerce retailers 
to set themselves apart, customer 
service, customer experience and 
price have been identified as the 
three key elements to focus on. 

This is according to a study by 
Forrester Consulting, commissioned 
on behalf of FedEx. The study 
surveyed online merchants and 
thousands of online consumers 
across 17 countries and markets 
to understand their concerns, their 
priorities, and what smart SMEs are 
doing to bridge that gap and remain 
competitive. The research findings 
highlighted the following best 
practices for cross-border businesses 
in the digital age:  

1Understand your customer: 
Broadly speaking, online 

shopping behaviours are similar all 
over the world, but paying attention 
to regional nuances can help a 
business meet their audience's 
needs better. In South Africa, online 
shoppers are increasingly opting 

to make purchases on their mobile 
devices – mobile spend is projected 
to increase by 123% in 2018. 

2Highlight what makes your 
product special: More and more 

consumers are using their computers 
and smartphones to find goods that 
aren't available where they live. 
For instance, 68% of respondents 
in Europe, the Middle East and 
Africa considered uniqueness to be 
influential or very influential when it 
came time to clicking buy.

3Put global consumers at 
ease: In order to leverage the 

multi-brand marketplaces for your 
business, SMEs should consider 
selling their goods through a 
popular selling platform. Basically 
your home-grown venture can 
build off another company's global 
reach, language, localisation and 
country-focused marketing. Skittish 
shoppers get buyer protection, and 
on-site customer reviews provide an 
unbiased demonstration of just how 
good your goods are.

4Build your brand on excellent 
service: Besides your reputation, 

logistics are key for many cross-
border consumers. Key deciding 
factors for choosing a particular 
store included delivery times, 
package tracking as well as a simple 
return or exchange process.

Set yourself apart in the cross-
border e-commerce world 

THE BIZOPPS GUIDE Industry Snippets
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Training and up-skilling young South Africans to become qualified artisans. 

AdvertorialSHOWCASE

Solving the skills gap
Train tomorrow's workers 
and uncover a lucrative 
opportunity… 

marketing assistance is also available to 
ensure things run smoothly.

The business package includes a 
turnkey college, including the setting 
up of the workshops for the courses 
that the franchisee has chosen to 
implement. The set-up cost for an 
Academy is approximately R2.8-million 
(excl. VAT) depending on its size and 
location. A site of somewhere between 
1500m² to 2500m² is required and must 
preferably be close to public transport.

Prospects must also be able to access 
approximately R1.4-million (excl. VAT) 
in unencumbered funds. This is required 
once a space has been identified in the 
area of choice. Collateral for the same 
amount is also a necessity.

Our country's youth present an 
enormous challenge. But with every 
challenge comes opportunity; and 
ASDA offers exactly that – with 
substantial benefits for everyone 
involved.

A skill for life
The ASDA Academy curriculum equips 
students with practical artisanal skills to 
make them employable in the commercial 
sector or to become entrepreneurs in 
their own rights. A number of courses 
spanning different industrial trades 
are offered, including boilermaking, 
bricklaying, professional painting and 
carpentry. In addition, the training centre 
provides individuals with the necessary 
assistance in preparing for their trade test.

The courses cater to:
• School leavers that want to specialise in 
one of the trades on offer 
• Skills improvement for individuals 
already working in these trades 
• People wanting to complete their trade 
tests 
• People wanting to change careers

After successfully completing a course, 
students receive a certificate, with which 
they have to work in the trade for four 
years, before they can apply to do their 
Trade Test.

Do you have what it takes?
A burning desire to succeed in business 
is a prerequisite for prospective 
academy owners. Business and financial 
management skills are also an advantage. 
"Academy owners must be hands-on 
operators and be committed to and 
enthusiastic about getting involved in 
the business," says Founder, Marthie van 
Rensburg. People management skills are 
also important.

Academy Owners will have access to 
the award-winning training methods and 
curriculum developed by ASDA, and will 
act as the 'principal' of their own training 
college. Full training, covering the skills 
required for running and managing the 
Academy and assistance in recruiting 
staff, is provided. Pre-and post-launch 

A TRUE  
SUCCESS STORY
Ekurhuleni Artisans and 
Skills Training Centre 
(EASTC) is a proudly 
approved ASDA Training 
Provider. EASTC became 
an ASDA Training Provider 
in November 2014 
and it was by far the 
best investment. ASDA 
assisted EASTC to become 
a Training Provider of 
choice by assisting in the 
following areas:

• Recruiting of the correct 
staff and upskilling of 
existing staff
• Transforming the 
standards of the 
workshops and classrooms 
to world quality
• Providing professional 
training manuals and 
curriculums that areup to 
industry standards and in 
touch with the employers 
needs
• Assistance with 
continued back-up support 

with brand awareness, 
marketing and business 
support. 

EASTC have upped their 
income significantly, with 
the student total growing 
from 304 to 3750 per year 
in a short period of time. 
They have won numerous 
awards since becoming an 
ASDA Academy, and can 
recommend any business 
person or existing training 
provider to become part of 
the ASDA brand. 
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The proof is in the testing 
Sampling is a recognised way to promote 
your business in your neighbourhood. 
But like all good business methods, it 
really comes into its own when done 
systematically.So don't just sample 
neighbouring businesses once in a while, 
when you remember to do it. Make 
sampling part of your job description, or 
assign the task to a member of your team.
Tell them you'd like them to spend one 
morning a week visiting neighbouring 
businesses and giving them samples, gifts 
or products.

Samples should be inexpensive, and fairly 
relevant to your business. You should 
include a bounce-back gift certificate or 
discount voucher with the samples. Here 
are some ideas for a variety of store types:

■ If you're running a clothing boutique, 
perhaps you can sample a small make-up 
bag in fashionable fabric donated by one 
of your suppliers.

■ A tech store might want to hand out 
branded USB memory sticks, or charger 
sticks. 

■ A plate of eats from your bakery or 
restaurant is an obvious sample idea, or a 
voucher for a sandwich.

■ If you have a sports store, perhaps you 
can sample a small sachet of training-
supplement shake mixture.

■ A chemist might want to hand out 
vitamin supplements.

■ A photo store can hand out vouchers 
for a free A5 photo enlargement.

■ A music and DVD store might sample 
free downloads of a song by a new artist. 
This would work best on social media.

You will know what product exemplifies 
your store and is affordable or can be 
sponsored by one of your suppliers. They 
should be keen to get involved, because 
in giving out their products you're also 
doing neighbourhood marketing for them. 
If you're sampling products instead of 
vouchers, always remember to include a 
bounce-back voucher with the product. 
(Bounce back coupons accompany a 
delivered product with the intention of 
drawing the customer back.)

Show your arty side 
Position yourself as a patron of the arts by 
buying space on the programmes at plays 
and concerts. Offer specials to anyone 
producing their ticket stub to prove that 
they attended the concert at the civic 
centre, for instance.

If you enjoy going to watch live music, 
design a special for your store that is 
suited to fans of your favourite band. Say 
you're a fan of Van Coke Kartel; design a 
Kartel pizza at your restaurant. And make 
sure it comes with a free Coke!
Try to pre-publicise these promotions as 
the day of the next show approaches. Do 
this with posters inside your business, in 
the toilets etc. The deals can be valid for a 
couple of weeks after the show, or for the 
night of the show only.

Often at an interesting, arty event, people 
are keen to do something afterwards. 
So if you own a bar, why not approach 
the organiser and offer to host the 
after-party, with a lot of great specials. 
For example, consider a documentary 
screening at The Bioscope in Maboneng. 
You could approach the director, who 
could then just announce after the 
screening, "We're going for drinks at 
Amuse Café afterwards, if you'd like to 
join us. Just mention the name of the 
movie, and get your beers for R20."

Viva the Drive-through! 
At the moment, drive-through services in 
South Africa are limited to a certain type 
of take-away. I think KFC, McDonalds, 
Nando's, Steers and Chicken Licken are 

Getting out there  
in the hood When your target 

audience lives in close 
proximity to your business, 
neighbourhood marketing 

is the way to go. Our 
regular contributor on this 
subject, BASIL O' HAGAN, 

follows on from his last 
installment with some 

more hot ideas on how to 
become a household name 

in your area...

'

THE BIZOPPS GUIDE Marketing
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At The Brazen Head, we used to 
leverage our suppliers, but the most 
important thing is to give them value 
for their investment in terms of stock 
or money that they may have invested 
into the promotion. So in the lead-up, 
and on the day they come to your store 
to do their promotion, give them all the 
support you can.

These are just a few "out the box" 
marketing ideas to get you started this 
year. Make sure you get our next issue, 
where Basil O' Hagan will share more of 
his tried-and-tested tips. 

you are selling their products for them.  
So they should also be supportive 
in terms of providing products for 
promotional opportunities, activation 
days and the like.

Provided suppliers are treated with 
respect and you give them value for the 
promotion, they will no doubt "come to 
the party". If you support their promotion, 
and if they get good returns during that 
promotional period, they will be back in 
the future.

Examples of these would be:
■ Make-up demonstrations at Edgars
■ Liquor promotions at nightclubs
■ Coca-Cola doing an activation at a 
music festival
■ Magazine signings by a cover star at a 
newsagent
■ Book launches at Exclusive Books
■ A clothing brand event at a boutique

To order Basil O'Hagan's book 415 
Action-Packed Neighbourhood 
Marketing Tips or to have him  
speak at your next event contact  
011 467 2358/083 412 4459, email:  
basil@bohmarketing.co.za or visit: 
www.bohmarketing.co.za.

among the few outlets that have drive-
through stores. There is however, nothing 
stopping other businesses from building 
drive- through outlets. Think of all the 
things you have to "pop out" to buy. Milk, 
bread, juice, coffee, etc. Why can't those 
items be sold at drive-throughs so you 
don't even have to get out of your car?

A few people have tried drive-through 
coffee stands offering cappuccinos to 
morning commuters, but there is scope 
for it to be done more effectively. It is 
about thinking differently about your 
business. Don't do what everyone 
else is doing. Become a leader in your 
neighbourhood and show the way. 

Leverage your suppliers
As a retailer, remember that you are 
paying rent, staff, electricity and other 
costs relating to the space that you use. 
Suppliers that are supplying you with 
goods and services need to realise that 
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One man's passion  
for changing the planet grows 
into a GLOBAL BUSINESS
26 years on, The Fry Family Food Company's range of vegetarian meat alternatives has 
garnered much success, while sticking to the values on which it was established...

In 1991, Wally and his wife Debbie 
Fry – both committed vegetarians – 
began experimenting in their kitchen 
with the aim of finding and creating a 
variety of healthy, high-protein meat 
alternatives to support their family's 
healthy, active lifestyle.

"While I was not a born vegetarian, 
both my wife and daughter were 
and I soon began questioning my 
own need for meat. It was only later, 
after witnessing the ethical issues 
surrounding meat production first 
hand, that I took the decision to  
make a difference."

Beyond broccoli
Giving up what was once a staple part 
of his diet, Wally needed something 
to take the place of meat. "I was 
very over broccoli, feta and spinach. 
Truthfully, most chefs think that's 
what vegetarians eat, but we need 
protein just like anybody else. That's 
why I started Fry's," he says.
About two years later, having spent 
days upon days in their Durban home 
trying, testing and trying again, Wally 
and Debbie produced their first four 
products using a small burner, a pot 
and a glass thermometer. "To make 
our sausages, I used a Stanley Knife 
to cut the cellulose casings and a 
cappuccino machine delivering steam. 
We shared these with our friends and 
family and ended up receiving a call 
from the chairman of the Vegetarian 
Society of South Africa who had 
heard about our products and, after 
tasting them for himself, loved them 
too. With his support and marketing 
experience, I learnt what I needed to 
do to see a supermarket buyer and get 

our products onto the shelves," Wally 
explains.

With a near immediate order, Wally 
had to scale up production, secure 
factory space and buy equipment. 
The Fry's also began to employ more 
staff, a number of whom are still 
with the company today, a company 
which produces thousands of tons of 
vegetarian products every year and 
employs over 250 people. Wally says, 
"From producing 50kg of our initial 
products a day, we now make around 
14,000kg in one shift and supply a 
constantly growing list of products to 
over 25 countries." 

The right ethos 
The phenomenal success of Fry's has 
been driven partly by an ethos of 
focusing on continuous improvement 
and innovation. Evidence of this 
is clear from the awards that Fry's 
continue to win around the world 
- most recently the Fry's Soy and 
Flaxseed Schnitzel won the Taste 
Innovation Award at the world's 
biggest food show, Anuga FoodTec 
Trade Show 2017. This came a week 
after Fry's was awarded "Best Vegan 
Meat" at Vegfest UK Awards 2017; 
Europe's largest vegan festival.

Wally attributes the rest of their 
success to the fact the business is 
driven by a desire to make a difference 
in the world, and not simply to make a 
profit. "Principles before profits. That 
has been our mantra from day one. 
We still measure our success by the 
amount of animal lives saved should 
someone choose Fry's over a meat 
product," he concludes. 

Wally and Debbie Fry

THE BIZOPPS GUIDE Inspiration
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3@1 
0861 359834 / sms your email address and "3@1" to  
079 118 0766
enquiries@3at1.co.za
www.3@1.co.za
The 3@1 Business Services franchise concept offers a retail opportunity 
in the business services and communications industry. Boasting 
cemented partnerships with DHL and Kodak Express photographic 
provider, our Franchisees can offer an ever-broadening selection 
of services compared to our competitors. 3@1 Service offering 
encompasses DHL Express Easy, counter to counter local Courier, Kodak 
Express offering Photo's, Collages, Block mounting and Photobooks as 
well as ID & Visa photos. We also offer business print, Broad format 
print and related services like binding, laminating etc. immediately 
accessible to the consumer and business user. 3@1 now offers Business 
Registrations and many SARS related services too. As a 3@1 franchisee 
you can also apply to become a commissioner of oaths. Franchise 
prospects are aided with site location and turnkey store set-up. 

The 2018 Biz Opps Guide lists over  
150 opportunities across a wide variety  
of agencies, licences, franchises, dealerships, 
distributorships and opportunities across all  
sectors. Read on and you might just find the 
one that is right for you!

ASDA Academy 
011 374 2751
cathlene@asdapty.co.za
www.asdapty.co.za
The ASDA Academy curriculum equips students with practical 
artisanal skills to make them employable in the commercial sector or 
to become entrepreneurs in their own rights. A number of courses 
spanning different industrial trades are offered, including boilermaking, 
bricklaying, professional painting and carpentry. In addition, the training 
centre provides individuals with the necessary assistance in preparing 
for their trade test. Ekurhuleni Artisans and Skills Training Centre 
(EASTC) is a proudly approved ASDA Training Provider, and provides 
opportunities for hands-on investors to become 'principals' of their 
own training colleges. The business package includes a turnkey college, 
including the setting up of the workshops for the courses that the 
licensee has chosen to implement.

Assisted Home Nursing
0861 359 834 | 079 118 0766 
cdunn@assistedhomenursing.co.za 
www.assistedhomenursing.co.za
Assisted Home Nursing is expanding nationwide and offering its 
homecare and assisted living concept to prospective franchisees with 
a similar desire to serve others while building their own businesses. 
Franchisees provide a wide range of services aimed at making the 
elderly, disabled, sick or those recovering from surgery more self-
sufficient within their own homes. The type of care can be tailored 
to suit the needs of the client and their family. Includes helping with 
mobility and providing support to those who have more complex 
medical needs. Assisted Home Nursing has developed a robust 
franchise model and has a large number of territories available 
throughout South Africa. Area franchises available from R250K.  
For more information please contact Chris Dunn. 

Bottlecraft
074 207 1721
jo@educraft.co.za
www.bottlecraft.co.za
Bottle Craft SA is the manufacturer and supplier of 
bottle cutting kits, accessories and equipment. Bottle 
Craft SA offers the unique "Business-in-a-Box" kit for you to start your 
own business creating hand-made products from recycled glass. The 
Standard kit, at R550 (plus postage) is perfect for crafters or hobbyists 
and includes a cutter, DIY manual, instructional DVDs, design ideas, 
sanding and polishing paper, UV cure glue, etching-gel and lubrication 
oil. The Deluxe Kit, at R1 250 (plus postage) is ideal for small business 
owners, hobbyists and includes all of the above plus more. For a full 
brochure or for more information contact Jo Kearney. 

Braai Hut 
072 203 7872 
sabizopps@gmail.com 
www.sabizopps.co.za
South Africa is known for its sunshine, passion for sport and braaivleis. 
And The Braai Hut, is looking to serve up delicious, traditional braaivleis 
fare - steak, chops, sausage and more - in malls and other sites across 
the country. This is a South African tradition turned into a profitable 
and exciting business opportunity. The stores offer a full range of ready-
prepared, take-away braai meals along with salads, pap and other side 
orders. The investment of R345 000 has been kept low to ensure that 
this remains a viable business opportunity with a menu that is loved by 
all South Africans.
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Laundry Dynamics prides itself on being a franchised 
network of stores unlike any other laundromat.  
"We are building a business with longevity and our 
franchise partners will grow alongside us," explains 
Franchisor, Tracey Fawell. With many years' experience in 
the industry, Fawell launched her first laundry business  
in 2007, which led to the subsequent development of the 
Laundry Dynamics franchise programme in 2010.  
Today there are 12 stores up and running, with the view 
of quality rather than quantity being critical to the growth 
of a successful brand.

All Laundry Dynamics stores are conveniently located and 
easy to access. They feature bright, open layouts which 
demonstrate the transparency with which business is 
conducted. "We enjoy the fact that our customers get a 
view of the professionalism with which their laundry is 
handled – we refuse to compromise on quality." Another 
non-negotiable for Fawell is ensuring that the service and 
products on offer in her outlets are the best available. 
"There are few barriers to entry into the laundry industry, 
so exceptional service can distinguish a successful 
operator from the next. We achieve this through thorough 
and ongoing training and efficient hands-on management, 
and by including extras such as extended business hours 
and additional services," she says.

If you're looking for an opportunity where you can get 
your hands dirty, be involved in the business, work with 
staff and gain their respect; along with sticking to the 
franchisor's guidance and asking questions when unsure, 
then Fawell would like to hear from you. "This is a short 
explanation of what I've seen as the best route to success. 
With franchising the good news is that you don't have to 
learn the hard lesson the franchisor has already learnt, 
which saves a fortune." 

Laundry Dynamics has done the dirty work and 
offers franchisees a clear route to business success...

 
A fresh start
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Eziwash 
072 203 7872
sabizopps@gmail.com
www.sabizopps.co.za
Ezi Wash offers an essential service to the public and the business 
sector. Services include washing, drying, folding, ironing, tailoring and 
it also offers a drop-off service. The neat and friendly shopfront and 
excellent service keep customers coming back. A turnkey franchise is 
available and franchisees receive a fully outfitted shop. An Ezi Wash 
franchise is at the lower end of the cost spectrum at R185 000. You 
can, however, expand as the business grows. The possibilities are 
endless and it is an easy to run business. Franchisees receive full 
training and ongoing support. Opportunities are available countrywide 
and in neighbouring countries.

Cookie Works 
0861 359 834
chris@cookieworks.co.za
website: www.cookieworks.co.za
The Cookie Works concept is about the customer's experience of 
baking their own creation of uniquely flavoured cookies. This is done in 
front of their eyes in less than ten minutes, fresh from the oven, with 
all the messy work done by Cookie Works. A first of its kind in South 
Africa, the Head Office team is on the lookout for energetic operators 
who are good team players and who understand the importance of 
customer service excellence. Franchises are available from R695K ex 
Vat, which includes store fittings and equipment, legal documentation, 
training, an operations manual and menu and supplier network. With 
a passion for people and business, the franchisor will share knowledge 
and provide ongoing support and training to ensure franchisee success. 
For more info please contact Chris Dunn. 

Digit Vehicle Tracking 
+27 11 316 3264 | 076 860 6203
lee@digicell.co.za
www.digicell.co.za
Digit Vehicle Tracking is a strong annuity-based business opportunity 
in the rapidly expanding vehicle tracking and fleet management 
solutions (FMS) industry. Even with limited or no knowledge of vehicles, 
electronics or telecommunications, if you possess the right attitude and 
are willing to make an effort, Digit Vehicle Tracking can help you achieve 
the success you desire. A key attraction for franchisees who want to get 
off to a good start, Digit Vehicle Tracking offers access to three possible 
income streams – the profits on hardware sales, the installation thereof, 
and the annuity income from customer subscriptions. For every tracking 
system installed the franchisor charges the franchisee a small monthly 
fee for accessing their servers, and the franchisee carries the cost of the 
SIM cards. For more info please contact Lee Bester. 

Domino's Pizza 
011 608 1999
franchise@tasteholdings.co.za
www.dominospizza.co.za
Over a million customers a day, worldwide! Like most successful 
business stories, Domino's Pizza started out small – with just one store 
in 1960 in Michigan USA. Today, Domino's Pizza is the world's largest 
pizza delivery brand, with more than 13 000 outlets spread over 80 
countries. Taste has a 30-year master licence agreement to develop 
the brand in South Africa and seven African countries. Domino's leads 
its market category due to world-class manufacturing and distribution 
of its food ingredients, systemised fast delivery and industry leading 
e-commerce platforms. Extensive training and support is offered in 
all aspects of the business. If you would like to become part of this 
growing family, please contact Dewald van Deventer at Taste Holdings 
Food Division. 

FICS 
0861 12FICS | 012 030 1030
chris@fics.co.za
www.fics.co.za
A FICS (Facilitating, Investigating, Consulting Services) franchise is an 
uncomplicated business model, where franchisees can look to leverage 
their background in law, accounting, policing or similar skills and be part of 
setting the tone and standard of Specialised Investigations in South Africa, 
with a particular focus on the Road Accident Fund environment. FICS 
works with insurers, law firms, corporations and other service providers 
to streamline investigations in a fast and efficient manner and share 
the opportunity and profits with its franchisees. The franchise is on an 
expansion path as it looks to eventually establish a 145-franchisee strong 
network, resulting in a national footprint that covers all geographical 
areas in the country. An investment into a FICS franchise costs R490 000, 
including working capital. For more information contact Chris Booysens. 

EO Executives
011 217 2980 / 072 596 7539  
Alison.Hassan@eoexecutives.com 
www.executivesonline.co.za/www.eoexecutives.com
EO Executives has a global presence with more than 85 consultants 
based in 22 offices across six countries, giving access to the best local 
and international talent. Having spent years developing one of the 
most robust recruitment methods in the industry – one that harnesses 
the power of online channels, yet retains the human touch to ensure 
the best fit between candidate, client and role – the group is offering 
an opportunity to entrepreneurs. Interested investors can very quickly 
start building their own executive recruitment business as either a 
Managing or Associate Partner. The industries available to join and 
integrate in 2018 include engineering, supply chain & logistics, banking 
& insurance and FMCG – retail. 
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Forever Living Products 
083 449 2139 | 021 761 6001
email rick@forever.co.za 
www.foreverliving.com
Forever Living Products is the world's largest grower, manufacturer & 
distributor of Aloe Vera products. Rather than adding a few drops of Aloe 
Vera to our products, we start with fresh 100% stabilised Aloe Vera and 
then add just enough of the other ingredients to create a whole range of 
aloe products (skin care lotions, shampoo, supplements and toothgel).  
Many items in the Forever Living Products range carry the International Aloe 
Science Council Seal of Approval. Forever Living Products led the way for 
the world to rediscover the benefits of Aloe Vera. As hundreds of thousands 
found the miracle, they excitedly shared what they had discovered and a 
new industry was born. FLP now has over 9.5 million Distributors in over 
160 countries. For more information, contact Rick Beeton. 

Genrand Bridging and Bond Finance 
021 555 3694 | 021 824 2332
info@genrand.co.za | www.genrand.co.za
You only need R150 000 to start your own financing 
company. Make use of this opportunity to invest in your future. This reputable 
and respected name in the bridging finance sector offers full training 
and support to all franchisees. While candidates operate their franchises 
independently, they benefit from the assistance of the team at head office. All 
products, services and financing are supplied by Genrand or their preferred 
financiers, and you can trade risk free. Core services include the discounting 
of future events, mainly (but not exclusively) for property owners, property 
developers, estate agents and clients with outstanding debtors. This focus 
allows franchisees to provide a specialised and streamlined service at 
competitive rates. The company provides a stable platform of sound support, 
and a large and diverse range of products and services to all franchisees. 

THE BIZOPPS GUIDE A-Z Advertiser Profiles

Inspect-A-Home 
083 375 5588 / 031 266 7271
eric@inspectahome.co.za 
www.inspectahome.co.za
Inspect-A-Home franchisees inspect residential, commercial and industrial 
properties for prospective buyers and home builders, helping them save 
money and untold stress. Founded in 1986, the Inspect-A-Home network 
currently includes 31 franchises nationwide. Franchisor Eric Bell has 
been involved in the building industry for over 30 years, and uses this 
experience to ensure all his independent franchisees are fully trained to 
the highest standards. All Inspectors receive rigorous initial and ongoing 
training. Regional courses are also held regularly to ensure that franchisees 
are up to date with the latest developments and technologies in the 
building industry.

Interface Financial Group 
074 775 6281
wsevenster@interfacefinancial.com
www.interfacefinancial.co.za 
If you are looking for an alternative to 'corporate' life; 
to take control of your future and realise your personal, professional and 
financial goals, The Interface Financial Group offers a unique opportunity. 
The Interface Financial Group has been providing short-term working 
capital to small businesses for over 40 years, helping these companies to 
improve, build and expand their businesses. Interface licensees help small 
businesses improve their cash flow by unlocking their premier asset – 
their invoices for completed work – by purchasing selected invoices at a 
discount. Prospective franchisees require a strong business background, 
excellent written and verbal communication skills, decision-making ability 
and strong relationship building skills. 
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Renwick offers end-to-end business 
brokerage and real estate solutions 
through a network of professional 
brokers and estate agents. They 
provide invaluable support through the 
entire sales process, assisting buyers 
through acquisition services to source 
businesses and/or properties in line 
with their requirements. They also assist 
sellers by marketing their businesses 
or properties for sale through their 
marketing platforms. Their network of 
partners provide value-added services 
such as management consulting, strategic 
planning, finance and related solutions;  
to assist in preparing a seller's business 
to sell or in growing a buyer's newly 
acquired business.

The business brokerage industry 
provides an excellent opportunity for 
entrepreneurs and business owners 
already operating businesses that provide 

complementary services to brokering 
and real estate solutions. Depending 
on a licence partner's personal strategy, 
time and commitment they could earn 
from R50 000 - R150 000 per month 
once they have established themselves 
as a professional business broker and/or 
estate agent in their region.

A professional business broker and estate 
agent is a facilitating consultant who 
plays a very important role in assisting 
buyers and sellers in the successful sale 
of their asset. Remuneration for their 
role is derived from commissions earned 

upon the conclusion of a sale. To be a 
successful business broker one should 
ideally have been in business themselves 
and in the process, gained a thorough 
knowledge of business and financial 
management processes. From an estate 
agent perspective, one should have 
ideally purchased and sold property to 
have gained experience in the process 
involved. Renwick Business provides 
practical training on all aspects of the 
industry from both a business brokering 
and real estate perspective. 

Renwick Business is recruiting 
licence partners in South Africa and 
neighbouring countries. The aim is 
to establish a network of 90 licence 
partners throughout the country. There 
is a standard setup cost / licence fee of 
R50 000, depending on the size of the 
allocated area. This is an all-inclusive fee 
that covers training, marketing material 
and other setup costs. There are no 
monthly royalties payable, as licence 
partners work with Renwick Business  
on a profit share model. 

The Business of Brokering
Your opportunity to become  
a business broker.
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SEBO 
086 111 4250 
jhum@internext.co.za 
www.sebo.co.za
SEBO offers you the opportunity to start your own 
dry carpet cleaning business and market the company's range of reliable 
German-made carpet care equipment, free of any franchise payments. 
You require: capital layout for equipment, your own transport and 
to be fully committed to the system. SEBO will provide you with the 
full training expertise and back-up services to ensure your success. 
Operators must be fully committed to the system. A major selling point 
is that the service meets the demanding requirements of asthma and 
allergy sufferers because fine micron dust particles are retained inside 
the vacuum cleaners and not released into the air. SEBO vacuum 
cleaners are the choice of cleaning professionals and households the 
world over. For further information contact Johan Humphries.
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Printzz 
072 203 7872 
sabizopps@gmail.com 
www.sabizopps.co.za
Always wanted to have your own printing business ? Now you can buy 
into an affordable startup franchise that can expands and grow to the 
needs of your customers. Printzz printing franchisees offer a wide range 
of services, including printing ( Business cards, Photos, T-shirts, mugs 
etc.), copying, design, internet, binding, gifts and more. The services are 
aimed at business owners, schools, organisations and even households 
and individuals. The franchise package includes all the equipment 
needed to run the business, and the franchisor will help you find the 
perfect premises and negotiate on your behalf with the landlord. Full 
setup, training and ongoing support is provided.

Pro Car Wash 
072 203 7872 
sabizopps@gmail.com 
www.sabizopps.co.za
If you are looking for an easy-to-run and 
highly profitable business, than the Pro Car 
Wash is your answer. We offer a full car wash service to clients and 
professional, quick service is of the utmost importance. We use manual 
handwash systems with good quality products and give extensive 
training to staff. We locate franchises at busy shopping malls or centres 
or in high traffic roads. Franchises should be owners managed or have 
a manager in place. The franchisor assists with the selection of suitable 
premises and landlord negotiations from the start to get the best deal 
for you as the franchisee. We are also involved with staff selection and 
provide full training.

Renwick Business
+27 11 056 8071 / +27 82 902 0110 
info@renwickbusiness.co.za 
www.renwickrealestate.co.za 
Renwick offers end-to-end business brokerage and real estate solutions 
through a network of professional brokers and estate agents. Renwick 
brokers provide clients with invaluable support throughout the entire sales 
process. Their services are focused on assisting buyers at acquiring businesses 
or properties in line with their requirements and assisting sellers through 
marketing their businesses or properties for sale through Renwick Business 
networks and marketing platforms. In addition, their partners provide value-
added services including management consulting, strategic planning, finance 
and other related solutions – all geared at best preparing a seller’s business 
to sell or growing a buyer’s newly acquired business. The business brokerage 
industry provides an excellent opportunity for entrepreneurs and business 
owners already operating businesses that provide complementary services. 

Snap-on Tools
031 569 7637 / 082 444 4801
biz@snapon.co.za
www.snapon.co.za
This mobile opportunity sees Authorised Dealers operate from 
approved shop-fitted vehicles equipped to showcase their range of 
tools and diagnostic equipment to professional users. Authorised 
Dealers deliver a personalised, professional service to businesses 
typically associated with the repair or service of cars, trucks, 
motorcycles, boats, small aircraft and earth moving equipment. As 
one of the world's leading tool manufacturers, Snap-on Incorporated 
has been demonstrating the strength of its business model for nearly 
a century, and continues to expand its range to ensure Authorised 
Dealers have access to the best tools available in the marketplace 
today. There are currently 15 Authorised Dealers up and running in 
South Africa, and the brand is looking to get more suitable candidates 
behind the wheel in this exciting business.

Maxi's
011 608 1999
franchise@tasteholdings.co.za
www.maxisfood.com
Maxi's is a trendy, quick-service sit-down family restaurant offering 
value for money yet high-quality and great tasting food. Maxi's offers 
an extended menu of delicious options, which includes breakfast, light 
meals, burgers, grills, desserts and kids offerings. A successful business 
is driven by a hands-on individual who understands the importance of 
superior service delivery and who is willing to commit the necessary 
time to build a successful business. Maxi's offers a turn-key business 
solution from training to office support. All new franchisees and their 
staff undergo intensive training comprising of theoretical and practical 
training modules. Maxi's is part of the Food Division, operating under 
the holding company, Taste Holdings. To join this well-established 
casual-dining restaurant brand, please contact Jacques van den Berg. 
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1 Costing: A FICS 
franchise is less 

than 40% of the South 
African average price 
for franchises, with 
an investment cost of 
R450 000 including 
working capital.  

2Stock: A FICS 
franchise does not 

have any stock that has 
to be stored, carried 
or secured, so no 
stock management is 
required, and the many 
risks associated with 
stock do not exist.

3Staff size: A FICS franchise functions 
with a small staff contingent, between 

two and six staff members, resulting in a 
reasonable salary bill. 

4Office: A FICS franchise needs only 
a small office of between 60 to 80 

square meters, which can be situated at a 
functional location. 

5Equipment: A FICS franchise does 
not require sophisticated equipment, 

beyond the usual desktop, copier-fax-
scanner and phone. 

6Cash handling: A FICS Franchise does 
not have to handle any cash or do cash 

transactions. 

7Transport costs: Where trips are 
quoted for clients, the costs are already 

built into the costing per kilometre which 
covers the expense.

8FICS IT System:  The FICS IT System 
is a 24/7 live internet-based system 

which covers all aspects of monitoring, 
quoting, invoicing, tracing, taxes 
calculations and even does the monthly 

royalty calculations. 

9Paperless: A FICS Franchise has the 
minimum paper work to handle and 

manage as the FICS IT System limits 
this in its efforts to move towards a 
paperless office. 

10 Income streams: A FICS office 
has diverse income streams which 

can be generated for services from 
various spheres of society – work can be 
performed  for the one-person attorney 
right through to national corporates.

11Services:  FICS serves as an important 
safety net in the space where the level 

of vital service levels has dropped in both 
the formal and private sectors. 

12Forums of presentation: FICS 
made presentations to various 

stakeholders, leading to formal contracts 
with national corporates.

FICS is on an expansion path...
Here are 12 great reasons to invest in SA's first national investigation and consulting franchise group...
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As the industry leader in the 
manufacturing and distribution 
of professional autoglass repair 
and restoration systems, No 
Betr Autoglass Repair Systems 
are designed to be operated 
by anyone, are completely 
portable so that entrepreneurs 
can work from anywhere and 
are packaged with everything 
needed to turn the investment 
into profit. And, with a one-
day training session with one 
of the company's experts, 
investors can start work 
immediately. 

No Betr products have all 
specially manufactured to be 
durable, and basically consist 
of a complete business in 
a toolbox. The Windscreen 
Repair system consists of 
a battery-operated system 
that facilitates the repair of 
chips and cracks of almost 
any size, with two repairs a 
day giving a R9000 a month 
profit. The toolkit costs R5500. 
The Headlight Restoration 
system, with an investment 
cost of R4000, helps restore 
headlights to near-new 
condition, with a special 
coating that cures and bonds 
to the lens. The glass polish kit 
removes scratches from any 
glass surface including vehicle 
glass, shop fronts, patio doors, 
show rooms, display windows 

Invest in South Africa's  
No.1 windscreen repair system 
and start turning profit now...

and more. At R7500, it 
includes a complete glass 
restoration system with 
abrasives as well as a polish 
system with polish pads. 

Entrepreneurs looking to 
start their own businesses 
using the No Betr system 
should love to be around 
people and be prepared 
for the physical nature 
of the work. "They also 
need to be self-disciplined, 
and if they want to grow 

their businesses they should be 
focussed on profit rather than just 
earning a salary," says business 
owner Frik Liebenberg. All the 
systems are great companions 
to anyone working within the 
motor industry who are looking 
to provide exceptional service to 
customers. They also come with 
a 100% quality guarantee. "We 
have the right system for anyone 
wanting to start an affordable but 
profitable business, so contact 
us today to get started," ends 
Liebenberg. 

NO BETR way to  
kickstart your business
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Soft-Ice Machines & Catering 
Equipment 
(+27) 12 548 2745 
sales@cateringequipment.co.za
www.cateringequipment.co.za.
Do you dream of turning your love of food 
into your own business? Then Soft-Ice cc should be your first port of 
call when looking for equipment. Soft-Ice cc is a leading supplier of 
catering equipment for the food service industry, as well as commercial 
and industrial kitchens. The company supplies a wide variety of 
equipment and accessories for any professional restaurant, lodge, guest 
house, spaza shop, butchery, bakery, deli, franchise, as well as for the 
individuals for home use. We also specialize in all types of fun food 
equipment like Popcorn Machines, Candy Floss Machines etc. which 
will make any party a hit. Soft-Ice cc holds the sole rights for the BEIQI 
Soft Serve Ice Cream Machines, ChromeCater Slush Machines and a 
wide range of ChromeCater Catering Equipment in South Africa. If you 
are opening a food business or adding on to your existing business, 
equipment is going to be one of your major expenses. Contact anyone 
of our friendly sales staff, or visit our showroom/warehouse at 21 
Escallonia Street, Montana, Pretoria, Gauteng.
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The Brazen Head 
011 467 4224
info@brazenhead.co.za 
www.brazenhead.co.za 
Are you interested in owning your own restaurant and pub? A Brazen 
Head restaurant may be just the answer for you. Celebrated for its 
warm and welcoming atmosphere, this popular franchise brand offers 
guests a truly authentic Irish dining and entertainment experience. 
Bringing this to life, the restaurant has an extensive food menu and 
full wine and beverage menu, including many international beers on 
tap. Our menu features hearty, wholesome, reasonably priced Irish and 
South African fare that appeals to the local palate. The Brazen Head 
allows you to experience a true taste of Ireland in South Africa. For 
more information, please email us or call our Head Office and speak to 
Karin van der Walt or Ralph Rojahn. 

The Fish & Chip Co 
011 608 1999 
franchise@tasteholdings.co.za 
www.fishandchipco.co.za 
The Fish & Chip Co provides great value 
take-away food and has built their reputation 
on serving generous portions of fish and fresh cut chips at affordable 
prices. Customers can enjoy traditional fish and chips or Russians if they 
prefer a meaty option. The Fish & Chip Co. offers a turnkey business 
solution including training and office support. Unlike the traditional 
franchisee model, the low royalties and marketing fees are fixed and 
not based on a percentage of turnover, making this model attractive to 
potential franchisees. Sites are available nationally and upgrades to the 
outlets and menu has given this brand fresh appeal.  
For more information contact Jacques van den Berg. 

Ubuntu Connect 
011 065 9250 / 082 200 8480 / 076 705 1024
sales@ubuntuconnect.co.za
www.ubuntuconnect.co.za
Ubuntu Connect prides itself on being the only 
concept of its kind available in South Africa, with 
no other company presenting such an extensive range of products 
and services. There are currently over 120 Business Partners in the 
Ubuntu Connect network, offering their clients a diverse range of 
products including telecommunication products, financial services 
and business solutions. Entrepreneurs who are computer literate, 
self-motivated, eager to learn, passionate about becoming financially 
independent and not scared of putting in a pound of flesh to gain 
results, invariably achieve better than normal returns. Individuals with 
these characteristics are the kind that Ubuntu Connect seeks to attract. 
Ongoing Training is offered for all Business Partners, along with one 
of their key people, at the company offices in Randburg, daily support 
and an online business centre platform which can be accessed 24/7 
is available on an ongoing basis, providing Business Partners with 
everything they need to run their businesses successfully.

For all these opportunities and more,  
visit www.bizmag.co.za





WizMix 
031 700 4442 
upt@telkomsa.net / upt3@telkomsa.net
www.wizmix.co.za
Be your own boss, determine your own income and live the rich life 
you dreamed of. Start your own highly profitable liquid detergent 
manufacturing business for only R 28 500 ex Vat ex delivery (New 
Year special – valid until March 2018). Manufacture detergents such 
as dishwashing liquid, bleach, liquid hand soap, shower gel, bubble 
bath, car shampoo, fabric softener and numerous other liquid products. 
The machine is capable of making 100 litres every half an hour. Price 
includes machinery, safety kit, starter kit, operating manual and 
formulas. This is a profitable business that can be run from home with 
excellent earning potential. No experience is necessary as full training 
is provided at a training venue situated in KZN. For more information 
contact us today. 

Vizionary 
082 892 7459
justinmanne@yahoo.com  
www.vizionary.com/capriexchange
Vizionary is the marketing and mining arm for the distribution of 
Capricoin and One Gram Coins. CapriPay is the mobile wallet for 
transactions in Capricoins, Euros and Bitcoin which are instantaneous 
and free within the CapriPay community. We are building a merchant 
community with a loyalty program for businesses and cashback in 
Capricoins for consumers. One Gram Coin is the world's first gold 
backed crypto currency which will be backed by more gold as the 
volume of transactions increase and agreements have been signed by 
multi-national companies to use this coin as a transaction currency. 
Vizionary has the technology to make these crypto currencies a global 
transaction currency! Purchase a Vizionary or a One Gram package to 
participate in the future of money and build a business to help other 
people create wealth. For more information, contact Justin.

Zebro's 
011 608 1999
franchise@tasteholdings.co.za 
www.zebros.co.za 
Zebro's is a 100% local brand that serves delicious braaied chicken 
that's smothered in our famous Zebro's sauce. Our chicken has a 
distinctly South African taste as all our chicken is braaied over smoking 
hot coals. While customers love our chicken and chips they can also 
enjoy a healthier option of assorted salads or burgers for the kids. Our 
brand new store look is as authentic as the braai is to South Africans 
and the simplicity of the product range has resulted in one of the 
lowest new store establishment costs in its category. Zebro's offers 
a turnkey business solution including training and office support. All 
new franchisees and their staff undergo intensive training comprising 
of theoretical and practical training modules. To join the most exciting 
braaied chicken brand around, contact Jacques van den Berg.

Zhauns 
021 447 3665 
info@zhauns.co.za 
www.zhauns.co.za 
Are you looking to start YOUR OWN BUSINESS? Then Zhauns 
Opportunity Machines, South Africa's No.1 supplier of machines for 
the SMME market, could have the solution to set you on the path 
to success. The company sells a range of machines which produce 
products that are in daily demand. You can start one of the following 
businesses: toilet roll manufacturing, roof sheet manufacturing, 
Diesel making, brick making, water purification and bottle filling, 
finger and toe nail printing, printing promotional items, sachet filling 
and packing, juice making and many more. There are showrooms in 
Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban. VISIT: www.zhauns.co.za for 
more information on the unique range of machines to start your own 
business today. 



COMPANY  CONTACT TEL  EMAIL

082Carwash Mynette Spratt 087 286 6274 mynette@082carwash.co.za
2nd Take Bettina Berlep 021 434 5878 franchise@2ndtake.co.za
27Pinkx Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
3@1 Business Services Centre Belinda Dunn 0861 359 834 info@3at1.co.za
4 A Kid Franchise Ally Cohen 011 656 8290 info@4akid.co.za
4 A Kid Ally Cohen 011 656 8290 info@4akid.co.za
A+ Students Franchise sales 011 958 2910 andyr@aplusstudents.co.za
A'Africa Pest Prevention Joubert Smith 051 432 1182 joubert@aafrica.co.za
ActionCOACH South Africa Chane Vieira 061 587 3872 chanevieira@actioncoach.com
Active English - Lighting Up Young Minds! Antionette Slabbert 082 714 1155 antionette@activeenglish.co.za
Affiliated Business Brokers Mike Hindle 082 446 5606 mikeh@affiliatedbb.co.za
Aldes Business Brokers Driekie Louw 012 361 2690 aldes@aldes.co.za
Amandla Plumbing & Maintenance Michael van Rooyen 083 252 9840 mike@amandlaplumbing.co.za
Arrero Perfume Training & Wholesale Lizelle Beukes 074 146 2020 lizelle@arreroperfumetraining.co.za
ASDA Academy Cathlene De Witt 011 374 2751 cathlene@asdapty.co.za
Assisted Home Nursing Chris Dunn 0861 359 834 cdunn@assistedhomenursing.co.za
Autowash Angelo Lazarov 072 949 2222 angelo@autowash.co.za
Beaux-Arts Kidz Kraftz Linda or Eddy Lloyd 021 913 7444 info@bacreate.com
Bermys Business Opportunities Myer Berman 015 297 0614 mberman@telkomsa.net
BizInBox Hanria Combrinck 021 988 0438 info@bizinbox.co.za
Blind Guys Wynand Louw | Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Bottle Craft SA Jo Kearney 074 207 1721 jo@educraft.co.za
Braai Hut Kobus Aggenbach 072 203 7872 sabizopps@gmail.com
Brazen Head Franchising International Ralph Rojahn 011 467 4224 ralphrojahn@brazenhead.co.za
Bricktile Magic Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Brochure Management South Africa Paul Vos 011 646 1400 | 0861BROCHURE info@brochuremanagement.com
Burger Bistro Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Business Accounting Network Monique Sharland 0861 226 226 info@ban.co.za
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TYPE OF BUSINESS              TOTAL INVESTMENT excl. Vat   WEBSITE

Franchise: Car wash and valet centre R800 000 (min.)   www.082carwash.co.za
Franchise: Retail: Second-hand designer fashion R380 000   www.2ndtake.co.za
Franchise: Beauty salon and cosmetics retail R2 499 000   www.27pinkx.co.za
Franchise: Extensive print, full courier, photographic, secretarial services, Co. registrations, B2B From R550 000 to R650 000 www.3at1.co.za
Franchise: Trendy kiddies clothing and accessories store R500 000   www.4akid.co.za
Reseller: Baby and kids gear None   www.4akid.co.za
Franchise: Maths and mental arithmetic educational franchise From R175 000   www.aplusstudents.co.za
Franchise: Pest- and vegetation control From R75 000   www.aafrica.co.za
Franchise: Business and executive coaching R550 000   www.actioncoach.com/southafrica/
Franchise: Fun English for young children From R65 000   www.activeenglish.co.za
Franchise: Business brokering R89 000   www.affiliatedbusinessbrokers.co.za
Franchise: Business brokering R100 000   www.aldes.co.za
Franchise: Plumbing R240 000   www.amandlaplumbing.co.za
Biz Opp: Generic perfume business R3 900   www.arreroperfumetraining.co.za
Licence: Academy teaching artisanal skills Approx. R2.8 million  www.asdapty.co.za
Franchise: Quality home care for the elderly, sick and disabled From R250 000 area franchises www.assistedhomenursing.co.za
Franchise: Car wash and valet services Approx. R3 million  www.autowash.co.za
Franchise: Creativity and motor skills development R30 000 or R70 000 depending on franchise kit www.bacreate.com
Business opportunities R18 750 (inclusive)  -
Biz Opps: Service and supply to entrepreneurs R500 000   www.bizinbox.co.za
Franchise: Blinds, shutters, awnings and ancillaries R445 000   www.blindguys.co.za
Biz Opp: Creating useful items from throw-away glass bottles R550 (standard kit); R1 250 (deluxe kit) + postage www.bottlecraft.co.za
Franchise: SA's favourite take-away or sit-down braai meals R345 000   www.sabizopps.co.za
Franchise: Irish restaurant and pub R3 million - R4 million  www.brazenhead.co.za
Franchise: Facebrick tiles on houses, walls etc. R345 000   www.bricktilemagic.com
Franchise: Tourism marketing Approx. R250 000 depending on region www.brochuremanagement.com
Franchise: Gourmet burgers - FASA 2016 award winner R1 400 000   www.burgerbistro.co.za
Franchise: Accounting tax and business advisory services R55 000   www.ban.co.za
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Business Doctors Steve Sutton 011 028 2854 steves@business-doctors.co.za
Café2Go Jan Grobler 079 900 4876 jan@cafe2go.co.za
Cape Town Fish Market Emil Krugmann 082 801 2894 emil@ctfm.co.za
Caramello's Gianni D'Offizi 082 719 4373 gianni@caramellos.co.za
CarWash WorX Roche Swanevelder 011 028 5556 info@carwashworx.co.za
Cash Converters Ilse Murray 087 820 4271 ilsem@cashconverters.co.za
Cash Crusaders Franchising Danie Nel 079 895 1888 danie@cashcrusaders.co.za
Catrobatkidz Andre Planken 028 272 9069 catrobatkidz@mweb.co.za
Cattle Baron Steak Ranch Franchising Ronnie Dick 021 914 1183 (Head office) info@cattlebaron.co.za
Century 21 South Africa Harry Nicolaides 011 455 0066 info@century21.co.za
Chip 'n Dip Gerald or Russell 011 454 4018/9 info@chipndip.co.za
Chip Twister Gerald or Russell 011 454 4018/9 info@chipndip.co.za
Coffee-on-the-Move Wayne Langford 082 897 7367 wayne@coffeeonthemove.co.za
Cookie Works Chris Dunn 0861 359 834 chris@cookieworks.co.za
Create-a-Book Nathenia 011 465 9062 info@createabook.co.za
Creative Minds® Marius Lubbe 021 939 6344 | 082 785 7763 info@minds.co.za for info pack
Crime Scene Cleanup Eileen de Jager 084 433 3999 info@crimescenecleanup.co.za
DM Dance Tamra de Beer 082 859 7352 info@dancemouse.co.za
Dance Mouse Tots Tamra de Beer 082 859 7352 info@dancemouse.co.za
Dandy Dogs Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Dancing Doughnut Factory Gerald or Russell 011 454 4018/9 info@chipndip.co.za
Das Haus Schönborn Ian Schönborn 082 298 1053 info@dashaus.co.za
Defendoor Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Digit Vehicle Tracking Lee Bester 011 316 3264 | 076 860 6203 lee@digicell.co.za
Domino's Pizza Dewald van Deventer 011 608 1999 franchise@tasteholdings.co.za
Doughnut Pops Gerald or Russell 011 454 4018/9 info@chipndip.co.za
Drivio Tannith Thompson 081 706 7332 tannith@drivio.co.za
Dulce Café Brigid Jaucot 016 340 8300 | 083 628 9107 brigid@wcholdings.co.za
Dynachem Stratis Malamoglou 021 534 6363 stratis@dynachem.co.za
Edublox Reading, Maths and Learning Clinic & Centres Naas Pieters 012 345 6091 naasp@edublox.com
Excell Catering Equipment Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Engel & Völkers Southern Africa Craig Hutchison 011 929 3096 southafrica@engelvoelkers.com
EnviBin Andrew van Zyl 082 442 8850 andrew@digimm.co.za
EO Executives Alison Hassan 011 217 2980 | 072 596 7539 Alison.Hassan@eoexecutives.com
Experimax Dirk van Loggerenberg 021 871 1026 admin@experimax.co.za
Express Employment Professionals SA Carolyn Diaz 012 641 0100 carolyn.diaz@expresspros.co.za
Express Worldwide Tersia Visagie 021 830 5512 info@expressworldwide.co.za
Ezi Wash Kobus Aggenbach 072 203 7872 sabizopps@gmail.com
FICS Chris Booysens 0861 12FICS | 012 030 1030 chris@fics.co.za
Flip Out Andre Pretorius 010 072 3547 andre@flipout.co.za
Forever Living Products Rick Beeton 083 449 2139 | 021 761 6001 rick@forever.co.za
Funky Chicken SA Ian Schönborn 082 298 1053 info@funkychickensa.co.za
Gener8 - Sustainable Energy Solutions Dionne, Oscar or Eileen 013 692 5962 dionne@gener-8.co.za | oscar@gener-8.co.za
Genrand Bridging and Bond Finance Annie  021 824 2332 info@genrand.co.za
Graftobian Makeup SA Sonika Van der Walt 072 568 8509 sales@graftobianmakeup.co.za
Gymathstics Rizwana 076 342 2005 info@gymathstics.co.za
HiDro Andrew van Zyl 082 442 8850 andrew@digimm.co.za
Hot Dipperty Dog Gerald or Russell 011 454 4018/9 info@chipndip.co.za
Hot Dog Café Chris  012 664 7213 chris@hotdogcafe.co.za
Huizemark Franchising Group Adrie Barnard 010 593 0740 | 084 081 3747 abarnard@huizemark.com
Inspect-A-Home Eric Bell 031 266 7271 | 083 375 5588 eric@inspectahome.co.za
Interface Financial Group Wimpie Sevenster 074 775 6281 wsevenster@interfacefinancial.com
KM Digital Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Kids Emporium Mike Pullen 021 712 0009 mike@kidsemporium.co.za
Kill-A-Bug Leon van Rooyen 011 768 1962 leon@killabug.co.za
Kumon Education SA Charlon Smith 0800 002 775 | 011 459 2600 franchising@kumon.co.za
Kwikfit Chris Barnes 082 779 0336 chrisb@kwikfit.co.za
Laundry Dynamics Tracey Fawell 082 739 2774 info@laundrydynamics.co.za
Levingers Franchising Yadhir Mooloo 082 376 7086 yadhir@levingers.co.za
London School of Investment John Plumber 011 492 0260 | 011 447 6300 john@lsitrader.com
M&A Cosmetics Sonika Van der Walt 072 568 8509 sales@macosmetics.co.za
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Franchise: Coaching and consulting Options between R22 000 and R389 000 www.businessdoctorsfranchise.co.za
Franchise: Artisan coffee trailers and cafes From R250 000   www.cafe2go.co.za
Franchise: Vibrant seafood restaurant and sushi bar R2.5 million - R10 million www.ctfm.co.za
Franchise: Restaurant, coffee shop and cakery R1 695 000 - R1 895 000  www.caramellos.co.za
Franchise: Fixed and mobile carwash From R450 000 - R650 000 www.carwashworx.co.za
Franchise: Retail of second-hand and new goods R2.5 million (min. R1.5 million own contribution) www.cashconverters.co.za
Franchise: Second-hand and new goods retailer R2.4 million   www.cashcrusaders.co.za/own-a-franchise/
Franchise: Pre-school physical skill development programme R30 000 including Vat  www.catrobatkidz.com
Franchise: Upmarket family and executive steak houses R4.2 million   www.cattlebaron.co.za
Franchise: Worldwide leader in real estate From R150 000 (Franchise fee) www.century21.co.za
Franchise: Mobile vending: Fried chips topped with a delectable range of sauces From R39 000   www.chipndip.co.za
Franchise: Mobile vending: Thinly sliced, skewered fried potato sprinkled with your favourite spice From R40 000   www.chipndip.co.za
Franchise: Mobile provider of gourmet coffee R225 000 including Vat  www.coffeeOnTheMove.co.za
Franchise: Uniquely flavoured creative cookie concept From R695 000   www.cookieworks.co.za
Biz Opp: Licence: Personalized storybooks for children R16 500   www.createabook.co.za
Franchise: Training - computer literacy, IT business skills R200 000 to about R600 000 www.minds.co.za / www.mindcampus.com
Franchise: Cleaning of crime scenes R250 000   www.crimescenecleanup.co.za
Franchise: Dance classes for children and teenagers R140 000   www.dancemouse.co.za
Franchise: Dance classes for toddlers R90 000   www.dancemouse.co.za
Franchise: Mobile dog grooming parlours R250 000   www.dandydogs.co.za
Franchise: Mobile vending: Mini doughnuts covered with toppings or sprinkles of your choice From R167 000   www.chipndip.co.za
Biz Opp: Investment @ 20% p.a. minimum From R50 000 - enquire  www.dashaus.co.za
Franchise: No.1 Security doors, roller shutters etc. R345 000   www.defendoor.co.za
Licence: Vehicle tracking, fleet and fuel management From R450 000   www.digicell.co.za
Franchise: Food franchising - Pizza delivery From approx. R1 975 000 www.dominospizza.co.za
Franchise: Mobile vending: Small doughnut balls served in a cone covered with a topping of your choice  From R58 000   www.chipndip.co.za
Franchise: State-of-the-art driver training Approx. R1.134 million  www.drivio.co.za
Franchise: Restaurant and coffee shop From R800K - site dependant www.dulce.co.za
Franchise: Detergent and speciality chemical manufacturing R1,200,000   www.dynachem.co.za
Franchise: Reading, maths and learning clinic and centres Setup fees from R46 000 (centres) to R151 000 (clinics) www.edubloxsa.co.za
Franchise: All wholesale and retail catering equipment R1 200 000   www.excellcatering.co.za
Franchise: Real estate R2 million to R2.5 million www.engelvoelkers.com/en-za/South Africa/
Franchise: Waterwise bin cleaning services R219 000   www.digimm.co.za/business-opportunities
Franchise: Executive and Interim Management Recruitment Services R150 000 - R450 000  www.executivesonline.co.za|www.eoexecutives.com
Franchise: Store specialising in Apple® products, accessories, repairs and trade-ins Between R1.5 million to R2.5 million www.experimaxfranchise.co.za
Franchise: Recruitment R225 000   www.expresspros.co.za
Franchise: Transportation services R200 000   www.za-expressworldwide.com
Franchise: Easy-to-run laundry and tailoring business R185 000   www.sabizopps.co.za
Franchise: Specialized investigations, facilitating investigating consulting services R320 000   www.fics.co.za
Franchise: Trampoline park R10 million   www.flipout.co.za
Biz Opp: MLM : Nature's best source for health and beauty products Approx. R6 000   www.foreverliving.com
Franchise: Chicken take away concept From R350 000   www.funkychickensa.co.za
Franchise: Alterative energy provider Min. R75 000 - Max. R950 000 www.gener-8.co.za
Franchise: Bridging and related finance R150 000   www.genrand.co.za
Franchise: Professional makeup R160 000   www.graftobianmakeup.co.za
Franchise: Educational program teaching math through movement R5 000   www.gymathstics.co.za
Franchise: High pressure cleaning business R249 000   www.digimm.co.za/business-opportunities
Franchise: Mobile vending: Foot long hot dog drizzled with a sauce of your choice From R58 000   www.chipndip.co.za
Franchise: Hot dog - fast food R120 000 to R400 000  www.hotdogcafe.co.za
Franchise: Real estate opportunities POA   www.huizemark.com
Franchise: Residential, commercial and industrial building inspections R85K - R225K   www.inspectahome.co.za
Licence: Invoice discounting services R2.5 million   www.interfacefinancial.co.za
Franchise: All printing and copying services. B-BBEE opportunity R590 000   www.kmdigital.co.za
Franchise: Children's retail store R450 000   www.kidsemporium.co.za
Franchise: Pest control, weed control, fumigation, termite treatments Various - R124 950 depending on area www.kill-a-bug.co.za
Franchise: Maths and English supplementary tuition Between R60 000 to R90 000 www.kumon.co.za
Franchise: Comprehensive car care R2 million   www.kwikfit.co.za
Franchise: Turnkey laundry setup, tailoring, key cutting etc. R399 000   www.laundrydynamics.co.za
Franchise: Dry cleaning, shoe repairs, alterations R795K (R150K joining) ex rental, operating capital and stock www.levingers.co.za
Franchise: Stockmarket education and software R250 000   www.lsitrader.com
Stockist: Makeup cosmetics R40 000   www.macosmetics.co.za
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Maid4U Agency Lindiwe Shibambo 073 011 5462 | 012 940 1974/83 lindiwe@maid4u.co.za 
Manners4Minors Jeanine  073 144 8771 jeanine@manners4minors.co.za
Maxi's Jacques van den Berg 011 608 1999 franchise@tasteholdings.co.za
Mens Clinic International Remmy Chandiwana 011 523 5046 remmyc@mensclinic.co.za
Mimmos Franchising Schalk van der Merwe 011 783 0760 contact@mimmos.co.za
Mini Chess Franchise  Marisa van der Merwe 012 347 6464 info@minichess.co.za
Minuteman Press Frik van Niekerk 011 444 7884 | 083 708 4285 minuteman@icon.co.za
Mobile Coffee Café for Any Occasion Hilton Wallace 012 656 0121 info@coffeefao.co.za
Mochachos Mexican Chicken Fiesta Corina Pretorius / Phillip Karafilakis 011 450 2145 corina@mochachos.com
Mr Gutter Shereen 011 462 8282 info@mrgutter.co.za
Mr Kruger Arno Egen 0861 111 860 franchising@mrkruger.co.za
Mr. VIDEO Andre Grobler 021 948 5396 info@mrvideo.co.za
Muzoko Music Academy Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
New Trend Trailers - Hire & Sales Andrew van Zyl 082 442 8850 andrew@digimm.co.za
Nkukhu-Box Neo Mabusa 011 805 0232 franchise@nkukubox.com
No Betr Windscreen Repair Systems Frik Liebenberg 082 364 9669 frik@nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za
Page Automation Pieter de Beer 011 574 3000 pieter@pageauto.co.za
Peopleplus Alida Marx 011 867 3968 alida@peopleplus.co.za
Perfect Water Rikus Barnard 011 907 8377 info@perfectwater.co.za
Perfectcar Waterless Car Wash Cliff Bauermeister 082 445 8269 cliff@perfectcar.co.za
Performance Booster Manus du Toit 013 744 0027 manus@performancebooster.co.za
Pizza Perfect Chantal van Rooyen 011 462 4405 chantal@pizzaperfect.co.za
Prestige Baby & Kidz Academy Sharon  082 908 8902| 074 192 2072 sharon@prestigebaby.co.za
Pirtek Southern Africa Ray Wentzel 011 608 2299 rwentzel@pirtek.co.za
Printzz Kobus Aggenbach 072 203 7872 sabizopps@gmail.com
Pro Carwash Kobus Aggenbach 072 203 7872 sabizopps@gmail.com
Prominent Paints Jack Putter +27 11 389 4600 jackie.putter@prominentpaints.co.za
Pure Café Frances Geldenhuys 012 342 1443 frances@purecafe.co.za
Real Fish and Chips Michael De Gouveia 012 803 8628 michael@realfishandchips.co.za
Renwick Business Brokers and Estate Agents Gary Smith 082 902 0110 gary@renwickbusiness.co.za
SA Memory Institute Wynand van Vuuren 021 979 2225/6 wynand@memoryinstitute.co.za
Sandwich Baron Franchising Sally J'Arlette-Joy 083 287 4745 sally@sandwichbaron.com
Sanondaf Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Sebo Johan Humphries 0861 114 250 info@sebo.co.za
ShowMe Online Media Graham Theobald 044 533 6289 graham@showme.co.za
Skippers Fish & Chips Corina Pretorius / Phillip Karafilakis 011 450 2145 corina@mochachos.com
SkipGo Andrew van Zyl 082 442 8850 andrew@digimm.co.za
Skitterblink Cleaning Services Iaan van Niekerk 082 851 1546 manager@skitterblink.co.za
Slim Active Slimming & Wellness Christa van de Merwe 071 633 5908 christa@slimactivesa.co.za
Smart Permission Marketing Johannes Mongatane 064 232 2951 smartpermissionmarketing@gmail.com
Smart Serve Andy  084 973 0851 andy@smartserve.info
Snap-on Tools Garry Oftebro 031 569 7637 biz@snapon.co.za
Soft-Ice Machines & Catering Equipment Braam, Chantel, Peter or Riaan 012 548 2745 sales@cateringequipment.co.za
Stimulus Maksima! Computer-Aided Education Lotta Engelbrecht 082 494 2017 | 012 667 4333 lotta@stimulus.co.za | admin@stimulus.co.za
StretchingSA Hans de Wit 084 401 5925 info@stretchingsa.co.za
Sunburst Electric Nicolette Boucher 087 55 11 000 nicoletteb@infinitybrands.co.za
SUPERSEAL Craig Martin 021 001 7325 franchise@superseal.co.za
TALISMAN Hire Hermann Voigt 012 653 7995 franchising@talisman.co.za
The Fish & Chip Co Jacques van den Berg 011 608 1999 franchise@tasteholdings.co.za
Tina Cowley Franchises Tina Cowley 013 656 5748 tinacow@mweb.co.za
Tyres & More Fred Scheepers 011 256 4040 | 079 894 4311 freds@tyresandmore.com
Ubuntu Connect Chris Taylor 011 065 9250 | 076 705 1024 sales@ubuntuconnect.co.za
Undercar Worx Johan Visser 083 468 3420 johan@degraaf.co.za
Visionary Justin Manne 082 892 7459 justinmanne@yahoo.com
WizMix Business Opportunities Allison  031 700 4442 upt@telkomsa.net | upt3@telkomsa.net
Wiesenhof Coffee Brigid Jaucot 016 340 8300 | 083 628 9107 brigid@wcholdings.co.za
Wildman Hunting and Outdoors Hennie Esterhuysen 017 819 3415 | 073 043 9839 wildman@jjwapens.co.za
Zhauns Business Opportunities Riad / Mr Zhaun 021 447 3665 info@zhauns.com
Zebro's Jacques van den Berg 011 608 1999 franchise@tasteholdings.co.za
Zipp Zone Louis Mienie 012 346 6147 | 082 680 2438 info@practice.co.za
Zija International Steven Hinrichsen 082 453 9070 zija@stevenhinrichsen.com

THE BIZOPPS GUIDE Directory of Opportunities
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TYPE OF BUSINESS             TOTAL INVESTMENT excl. Vat   WEBSITE

Franchise: Recruitment, placement, training agency offering HR and legal services R486 700   www.maid4u.co.za
Franchise: Education  R60 000   www.manners4minors.co.za
Franchise: Quick service sit-down family restaurant From R1.2 million depending size of site www.maxisfood.com
Franchise: Health - Men’s clinic R525 000   www.mensclinicinternational.co.za
Franchise: Pizza pasta grill - Italian family restaurant R2 million   www.mimmos.co.za
Franchise: Learning-through-play-program - developing critical skills R55 000   www.minichess.co.za
Franchise: Printing, copying, design service, corporate gifts R1 600 000   www.minutemanpress.com
Franchise: SA's largest mobile coffee company R368 000   www.coffeefao.co.za
Franchise: Open-flamed grilled Mexican chicken From R1 950 000   www.mochachos.com
Franchise: Gutter installations R450 000   www.mrgutter.co.za
Franchise: Bullion investments, previous metal recycling, etc.  R2.5 million   www.mrkruger.co.za
Franchise: Video rental retail Approx. R250K for turnkey operation www.mrvideo.co.za
Franchise: Rock music school (instruments, vocals, production) R499 000   www.musoki.co.za
Franchise: Trailer hire and sales business R549 000   www.digimm.co.za/business-opportunities
Franchise: QSR: Grilled chicken and African flavours R1 182 000   www.nkukubox.com
Biz Opp: Mobile repair kits for windscreens, headlights, glass scratch removal Various from R950 - R 7 500 (No Vat) www.nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za
Franchise: Office automation, money handling, consumables R150 000   www.pageauto.co.za
Franchise: HR, payroll software R250 000   www.peopleplus.co.za
Franchise: Water bottling, purification, filtration and maintenance From R250 000   www.perfectwater.co.za
Franchise: Waterless car washing From R120 000   www.perfectcar.co.za
Licence opportunity: Personal and staff development programme R98 500   www.performancebooster.co.za
Franchise: Pizza company R940 000   www.pizzaperfect.co.za
Franchise: Exclusive 5-star baby centre and pre-school group Approx. R1 million excl. property www.prestigebaby.co.za
Franchise: Mobile hydraulic and industrial hose service R2.8 million   www.pirtek.co.za
Franchise: One-stop printing shop R195 000   www.sabizopps.co.za
Franchise: Easy-to-run carwash in high traffic areas R185 000   www.sabizopps.co.za
Franchise: Manufacturers and distributors of quality architectural paint Enquire   www.prominentpaints.co.za
Franchise: A-La-Carte restaurant and delicatessen R1.3 million   www.purecafe.co.za
Franchise: Fast food, restaurants R600 000   www.realfishandchips.co.za
Biz Opp: License: Business brokerage and real estate agency From R50 000   www.renwickbusiness.co.za
Franchise: Training and education R125 000   www.memoryinstitute.co.za
Franchise: Sandwich delivery business R595 000   www.sandwichbaron.co.za
Franchise: Touchless disinfection and decontamination services R600 000   www.sanondaf.co.za
Biz Opp: Dry carpet cleaning business R45 000   www.sebo.co.za
Franchise: Network of internet portals R100 000 - R500 000  www.showmeonlinemedia.co.za
Franchise: Traditional English fish and chips From R1 300 000   www.mochachos.com
Franchise: Mini skip drop-and-collect service R239 000   www.digimm.co.za/business-opportunities
Franchise: Domestic and commercial cleaning services R75 000   www.skitterblink.co.za
Franchise: Slimming and wellness clinic Startup from R80 000 - R200 000 www.slimactivesa.co.za
Biz Opp: Permission marketing R3 500   www.smartpermissionmarketing.site123.me
Franchise: Shoe repair, key cutting, dry cleaning From R250 000   www.smartserve.info
Dealership: Mobile tool and equipment store  R150 000   www.snapon.co.za
Biz Opp: Butchery, bakery, deli, fun food and catering equipment Varies - enquire   www.cateringequipment.co.za
Franchise: Reading development and improvement methodologies Varies according to implementation model www.stimulus.co.za
Franchise: Health care - professional services R100 000   www.stretchingsa.co.za
Franchise: Electrical contracting, expert electrical service R850 000 including 6 month working capital www.sunburstelectric.co.za
Franchise: Residential, commercial and industrial painting R160K + 2-3 months working capital (Approx. R100k) www.franchise.superseal.co.za
Franchise: Light equipment rental solutions provider R2.5 million (full) - R830 000 (micro) incl. Vat www.talisman.co.za
Franchise: Food - focus on value offerings R699 999 incl. Vat  www.fishandchipco.co.za
Franchise: Educational R450 000   www.tinacowley.co.za
Franchise: Automotive fitment centre R2.5 million ex working capital www.tyresandmore.com
Biz Opp: Telecommunications products, financial services, business solutions From under R12 000  www.ubuntuconnect.co.za
Franchise: Auto service and fitment centre and exhaust specialist R450 000   www.undercarworx.co.za
Biz Opp: Acquiring a new crypto currency R15 000   www.vizionary.com
Biz Opp: Detergent mixing machinery, industrial goods and machinery R28 500 (valid until end March 2018) www.wizmix.co.za
Franchise: Restaurant and coffee shop franchise From R800K - site dependant www.wiesenhoffranchise.co.za
Franchise: Hunting and outdoor related From R3.5 million  www.wildmanhuntingandoutdoor.com
Biz Opp: Supplier of incredible money-making machines  Various - enquire   www.zhauns.co.za
Franchise: Food franchising focused on braaied chicken offering From R1.5 million (depending size of outlet) www.zebros.co.za
Franchise: Exclusive ladies fashion boutique R1 700 000   www.practice.co.za
Biz Opp: Referral marketing in health sector R870.00   www.stevenhinrichsen.com
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If you have a genuine love for children, a 
lot of energy, and a good dose of business 
acumen, there's money to be made in 
the burgeoning children's product and 
services industry. Giving your child the 
best start in life has always been a core 
motivation for parents everywhere, and 
today they are investing heavily in extra-
curricular activities that will give their 
children an advantage and enrich their 
skill set. Education and tutoring, fitness 
and recreation, parties and entertainment, 
specialised and personalised products and 
even bath and skincare products are just 
some of the areas in which there is a huge 
variety of child-related opportunities to 
explore. With both parents working in 
many families, and single-parent homes 
on the rise, businesses that address 
convenience and time-saving activities 
are also in great demand. Examples of 
this could include ready-prepared food 

products as well as crèches and after-care 
facilities. 

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF 
BUSINESS
While the nature of the business may 
vary substantially across this sector, 
not surprisingly one key requirement 
for setting up shop is a passion for 
children, and a desire to interact with 
them and help them grow. Of course, 
characteristics like patience, flexibility, 
empathy and a sense of humour all go 
hand in hand with a successful venture 
in this enterprise. Nikki Wates, founder 
of the indoor play venue the Kids Shack 
advises that a sound knowledge of 
business and operational processes is 
essential to ensure smooth running of all 
aspects, and that consistent marketing is 
key. "New kids are born all the time, so 
you should constantly be looking for new 

customers. And of course children grow 
up and move on to school and so forth so 
it's all about getting the word out to the 
next set of children, while keeping the 
existing customers happy." 

In many instances, new mothers desire 
flexibility and feel that leaving paid 
employment and setting up a small 
business will give them more time with 
their children. This may be the case, 
depending on the opportunity, but often 
the reality is that the start-up phase 
for any enterprise is fairly demanding; 
so be sure to go into the industry with 
your eyes wide open. Look carefully 
at the offerings in this space, and chat 
with existing operators and franchisees 
about their experience, how they rate 
the support from their head office, and 
what they believe the strengths and 
weaknesses of the system are.  

Then starting a business in the kid-focused sector might be just right for you...

continued on page 56

Child at heart?
ENTREPRENEUR
in spirit? 

FOCUS ON The Kiddie Market
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FEATURED OPPORTUNITY Advertorial

Making Personalised  
Storybooks

The Create-a-Book 
concept is based 

on a lifetime 
licence that uses 
unique software 
to magically 
weave personal 
details into a 
variety of titles, 

enabling a child (or 
adult) to become 

the star of their very 
own story. The books, 

which include 18 full-colour 
illustrations, are provided to 

licensees unassembled, and are easy to 
assemble into a beautiful personalised 
storybook, with a durable long-lasting 
hard cover. Perhaps the best part is that 

it takes less than five minutes to make 
these lifetime keepsakes...not to mention 
the excitement on customers' faces when 
they see their books for the first time. 

Be your own boss 
As a Create-A-Book Distributor, your 
low-risk investment offers the ideal work-
from-home opportunity to suit those 
wanting to be in charge of their own time 
and income. "As soon as the software is 
loaded onto a computer, the ability to 
make money is there, and as the concept 
is so unique, the books practically sell 
themselves," continues owner Gary Steyn. 
Investing in a Create-a-Book licence 
means becoming part of a worldwide 
network of personalised storybook 
publishers and distributors. There is 
also the assurance that professional 
Head Office support is available for any 

marketing or systems issue at any point, 
and that the company's two decade 
track record has firmly cemented them 
as market leaders in the South African 
industry. 

"Our wide range of personalised 
products provides an excellent means of 
diversifying and growing your business 
when you are ready to do this," says Steyn. 
"There is huge market potential with 
this fun concept that is set to become a 
household name. Another advantage is 
that because every book is personalised 
and therefore unique, payment is made up 
front, making it a cash-based business." 

Full training is given at the time of the 
package handover, and the new dealer 
is guided through the process of making 
up their very own book. Come along and 
start your new chapter with Create-a-
Book SA! 

Write your own business success story
Create-a-Book gives you the opportunity to bring smiles to little faces… 



children between the age of 8 and 
12 play a pivotal role in purchasing 
decisions within households. This study 
conducted by a MANCOSA student 
was only based on the greater Durban 
region, but can surely be applied on 
a national and international basis. 
"Children have to fit into the role of 
consumers early in their lives due to 
peer influence, pressures to conform, 
time pressures and both parents 
being required to work as a result of 
economic constraints. Children are also 
exposed to mass media allowing them 
to make more informed decisions and 
advanced technology allows them to 
keep abreast," said lecturer Ms Shamola 
Pramjeeth, who oversaw the study. 
"The preadolescent of the 21st century 
and the future adult is very demanding, 
forcing companies to change their 
business models to be more consumer 
centric, ethical and servile brands where 
the needs of the consumer is now 
paramount," she said. This means that 
your marketing will need to appeal to 
children as well as their parents; and 
remember that you can also work the 
effect of peer pressure in your favour 
– hook in one or two key influencers, 
and their mates will soon convince their 
parents that they need to join in too! 

Kids live in a world of magic, excitement 
and endless possibilities. As an 
entrepreneur, try to enter that world 
with them, and you'll be that much closer 
to tapping into their desires and needs. 
If you're feeling inspired to start up a 
business in this booming sector, and 
feel that you tick all the boxes in terms 
of what it takes, read on for the many 
exciting opportunities that we've lined 
up for you... 

Whether you join an existing network or 
go it alone, thorough research is always 
the starting point of any successful 
entrepreneurial endeavour. Liaise 
with parents in your area to find out 
what services they require, and visit 
children-focused businesses to get an 
understanding of gaps in the market and 
what it takes to succeed. 

Researching international trends can also 
be helpful, as often developed markets 
are a few steps ahead and local markets 
progress in the same way in time. Do 
remember to contextualise though, as 
specific market knowledge is crucial. 
Tom Corcoron, who set up Swimmable 
a few years ago, adapted the idea from 
something he saw in the UK where 
industrial units had been converted to 
purpose-built swim schools. "I thought we 
could go one better and set up a pool built 
specifically with children's lessons in mind, 
as well as spacious changing rooms and 
showers, and a coffee shop and viewing 
area for parents to relax and watch 
lessons in," he says. "Being in a shopping 
centre also adds the benefit of onsite 
parking and a great selection of shops and 
cafés to visit before and after lessons." 

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER 
Wates also realised the importance of 
catering for parents' needs, and that 
moms and dads need to be able to take 
a bit of a break while their kids play. 
"We love our kids dearly, but knowing 
that you can meet up with a friend, 
enjoy a cup of coffee and just have a 
minute or two to chat is what many 
parents want. Parents know that their 
kids can go off and play safely and they 
don't have to worry about them." She 
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stresses that although you are pitching 
your product/service at kiddies, the 
actual customer is the child's parent, 
so everything that you do needs to be 
appealing to them. 

Having said that, "pester power" is 
also a force to bear in mind, with 
recent research showing that 70% of 

continued from page 54

Look carefully at 
the offerings in this 
space, and chat with 
existing operators 
and franchisees about 
their experience, how 
they rate the support 
from their head 
office, and what they 
believe the strengths 
and weaknesses 
of the system are. 
Whether you join an 
existing network or 
go it alone, thorough 
research is always 
the starting point 
of any successful 
entrepreneurial 
endeavour.
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Kumon, with over 200 centres in South 
Africa, is a global organisation that 
offers extra lessons in maths and English 
for over 4.5 million children worldwide. 
Internationally, the brand is celebrating 
its 60th anniversary this year – a 
great testament to a programme that 
has remained relevant for 60 years, 
contributing significantly to the lives of 
children and families. Kumon started in 
South Africa in 1991 and has forged an 
excellent reputation in the market. Last 
year the brand saw seven new study 
centres open their doors locally, 14 866 
new learners enrol on the programme, 
and almost 4000 learners study at very 
advanced levels. 

Realise your business potential  
with KUMON
This well-established educational  
brand gets top marks in every 
category...

They are always looking at 
expanding their network and 
in 2018 would like to see the 
number of new study centres 
reach double digits. Most 
importantly, their aim is to 
see each and every learner 
enrolled on the programme 
become an independent, advanced 
learner, with a positive attitude to study. 
Kumon instructors need to demonstrate 
educational skills as well as the desire to 
develop a thriving business. They should 
be passionate about helping children of all 
ages and abilities to learn and grow. The 
Maths programme culminates in working 
with calculus, and the English programme 
concludes with students being able to read 
and critique a wide range of texts. Kumon 
Instructors must therefore be comfortable 
with primary, secondary and higher level 
Maths and English.

The benefits of this well-established brand 
include the fact that the programme 
meets the needs of students of all ages 
and abilities. A child can start with Kumon 
at a very young age and progress through 
primary school and even high school. 
Adults can also enrol if they would like to 
improve their own abilities, or just keep 
their minds active and engaged. Kumon 
also caters for every ability and can help 
learners from the very bright student who 
needs extra enrichment, to the severely 
learning disabled who need to progress  
at a pace perfectly suited to their needs. 
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Opportunities in the Kids MarketFOCUS ON

Pottery for children? 
No, much much more: 
Beaux-Arts Kidz 
Kraftz® has, over 21 
years, become the 
trusted name in creativity and motor-skills development, 
using pottery and crafts as a medium. Our program was 
developed in consultation with Dr Kobus Neethling (South 
African Creativity Foundation) and Betsy Vlok (lecturer 
in Occupational Therapy, Faculty of Health Sciences, 
University of Stellenbosch). Franchises available. 

BEAUX-ARTS KIDZ KRAFTZ

DETAILS:

Contact: Linda or Eddy Lloyd 
Tel: 021 9137444/082 444 2223 
Email: info@bacreate.com 
Web: www.bacreate.com 
Min Investment: R30 000 or R70 000 (depending on Franchise Kit)

CATROBATKIDZ 

Catrobatkidz is an extra-mural 
programme for children from 2 to 9 
years old at participating pre-schools 
and similar institutions. Classes once a 
week for half an hour enable children 
to have experiences in all movement 
spheres, at an age and stage in their 
lives when they gain the most benefit.

DETAILS:

Contact: Andre Planken 
Tel:028 272 9069 
Email: catrobatkidz@mweb.co.za 
Web: www.catrobatkidz.co.za 
Min Investment: R30 000 including Vat

Be your own boss with Create-
a-Book's exciting concept, which 
produces personalised story books, 
and allows a child to become the 
hero of their very own story in a professionally bound hard 
cover book. The investment includes a lifetime licence, all 
assembly equipment as well as start-up stock.  

CREATE-A-BOOK

DETAILS:
Contact: Nathenia 
Tel: 011 465 9062 
Email: info@createabook.co.za 
Web: www.createabook.co.za 
Min. Investment: R16 500
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MiniChess is an award-winning educational 
programme aimed at 5-9 year-olds, and a 
franchise business that has shown continual 
growth since its inception in 2014. This 
unique capacity-building programme is 
focused on harnessing the most powerful 
energy in the world – human talent – and the 
team work to position MiniChess in schools 
and communities around SA and globally, not 
only to teach children the game of chess, but 
as a proven instrument to build critical skills 
for the 21st century: higher-order thinking 
skills, socio-emotional skills and STEM-skills 
(linking with science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics understanding), through 
real-life interaction and play. 

A key position 
There are currently 24 franchisees in South 
Africa, with expansion on the cards across 
all provinces in SA, in cities as well as 

rural regions. MiniChess franchisees need 
to have entrepreneurial and managerial 
abilities, along with a passion for education 
and children, with a heart for community. 
They will need to build a team over time, to 
serve the schools, pre-schools and clubs/
communities in the franchise area and must 
be able to manage, organise, communicate 
and market the product to all stake-holders, 
from pre-school teachers and governing 

bodies to traditional leaders in rural 
communities. MiniChess franchisees do not 
need to have any chess pre-knowledge, but 
must be available for training and mentoring. 
As they will, over time, become a community 
leader, making a critical difference for 
schools as well as parents, they need to be 
trustworthy and committed with a solid 
reputation in the area. 

The MiniChess business model and 
implementation is very flexible, and designed 
to reach a wide audience. Franchisees 
receive everything they need to get going, 
along with ongoing franchisor support. In 
addition to being able to earn excellent 
remuneration, perhaps one of the biggest 
advantages of joining the network is the 
unique opportunity to mentor programmes 
in disadvantaged communities, thereby 
making a real difference to our country. 

It's your move –  
with this unique business opportunity 
MiniChess presents a win-win business concept...
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Opportunities in the Kids MarketFOCUS ON

EDUBLOX Reading, Maths and Learning Clinic & Centres

Edublox reading and learning 
franchises specialise in 
educational interventions 
including brain training, reading, 
spelling, comprehension and maths, aimed mainly at 
primary school learners, although extending to high school 
and beyond. Preference is given to franchisee applicants 
who are passionate about education, love working with 
children, and ideally have some experience teaching 
children. 

DETAILS:

Contact Person: Naas Pieters 
Tel: 081 774 0170 
Email: naasp@edublox.com  
Web: www.edublox.com 
Min Investment: From R45 900 ex vat (centre) to R151 000 (clinics)

With 14 years' industry 
experience, Kids Emporium is 
well-established and has 31 
stores providing parents with 
quality, on-trend and internationally acclaimed products 
for babies. The brand is looking to expand considerably 
both locally and into Africa and are looking for enthusiastic, 
hard-working franchisees to join them on their growth 
path. 

KIDS EMPORIUM

DETAILS:

Contact: Mike Pullen
Tel: 021 712 0009
Email: mike@kidsemporium.co.za
Web: www.kidsemporium.co.za
Min Investment: R450 000 ex Vat

Owner run franchise: Make 
education your business! Would 
you like to run a business that 
contributes to education in 
South Africa by helping children to succeed at school and 
in life, while experiencing the support and framework 
from one of the largest private education companies in 
the world? Visit our website or call us to find out more 
about upcoming Orientation Sessions. Prime franchise 
opportunities available throughout the country.

KUMON EDUCATION SA

DETAILS:

Contact: Charlon Smith
Tel: 0800 002 775 / 011 459 2600 
Email: franchising@kumon.co.za
Web: www.kumon.co.za
Min Investment: R60 000 to R90 000 

The MiniChess Franchise 
business offers a unique 
learning-through-play program 
– developing critical skills for 
the 21st Century: starting at pre-school, moving over 
all barriers of age, gender, culture, language and even 
disabilities. Franchise license-rights are regional, and 
Franchisees serve both self-paying and disadvantaged 
communities. Ongoing support, training and mentoring 
ensures effective Franchise-development.

MINICHESS FRANCHISE HOLDINGS

DETAILS:

Contact: Marisa van der Merwe
Tel: 012 347 6464
Email: info@minichess.co.za
Web: www.minichess.co.za
Min Investment: R55 000.00 ex Vat
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The exciting Kids Emporium brand has 
entrenched itself as the market leader in the 
children's industry over the past 14 years, 
driven by showcasing a wide range of unique 
children's products, drawing in expectant 
mums, new parents and eager shoppers 
looking for good quality items for innovative 
yet practical parenting solutions. With 
over 131.4 million births worldwide, this 
business model is practically recession-proof 
as all parents, regardless of their individual 
circumstances, always want the best for 
their children.

Kids Emporium has access to over 270 
suppliers locally and internationally and is 
often the first choice for new products to 
enter the market within a territory. This 
keeps in line Kids Emporium's strategy of 
stocking the most cutting-edge ranges and 
giving their new and existing parents access 
to the latest innovation in the industry. 
Products are evaluated on four key factors – 
innovation, quality, safety and affordability, 

COME GROW WITH US! 
The Kids Emporium brand is thriving in its "recession-proof" market... 

and whilst Kids Emporium are always open 
to new products and concepts, only those of 
the highest standard make the cut. The brand 
prides itself on stocking goods that have 
proven durability, offer practical solutions 
to parents, and which enhance the play and 
education of children.

Due to demand from mompreneurs and our 
satisfied customers, Kids Emporium ended 
last year on a strong note, having introduced 
10 new stores, including a successful store 
in the Grove Mall of Namibia. With 31 stores 
in the ever growing network, the brand is set 
to further entrench itself in the market in the 
year ahead, securing its position as a market 
leader within the children's industry. "We plan 
to build on the great consumer experience in-
store and ensure South Africa has access to our 
brand and our range of products nationwide," 
says CEO Lauren De Swardt. "Further to local 
expansion plans, we are set to expand into 
Africa and have implemented an international 
marketing strategy, securing franchise 
partnerships around the globe." 

Join the network 
The franchise company has a solid infrastructure 
with a highly experienced and motivated team 
that provides high quality initial and ongoing 
training and support to its franchisees. Our 
potential franchise partners should have the 
same values, ethics and will to succeed, and 
dedicated to providing the best customer 
service standards with which to expand the Kids 
Emporium experience to our valued customers

With this in mind, Kids Emporium is looking 
for driven mompreneurs wanting a successful 
business that they love, but with the necessary 
flexibility to also enable them to spend time 
with and raise a family. Prospective franchisees 
should have a keen interest in the latest trends 
in childcare product and parenting solutions, 
whilst strong organizational and administrative 
skills are an obvious necessity. 
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If I had to think of some marketing 
communication that recently caught 
my eye, or should I say "captured my 
heart", it would have to be the South 
African Love Story that was released 
by SA Tourism in October 2017. If 
you are yet to see the advertisement, 
do yourself a favour by searching 
for Meet South Africa Meet Bheki on 
YouTube. The commercial authentically 
encapsulates everything that makes 
South Africa a unique and remarkable 
tourist destination, while giving 
substance and heart to the marketing 
message. They have managed to capture 
the rich layers of long- standing cultural 
practices, language from different parts 
of the country as well as elements of pop 
culture – all of which talk to viewers and 
create memorable content. 

As the landscape of content marketing 
becomes more populated in 2018, the 
value of the real story behind your 
business and its customers becomes 
ever more critical. You might have not 
realised this but the gold that will help 
you take your business forward lies at 
your fingertips; it's all in your brand or 
company story. People connect with 
and are inspired by real people with 
real stories. They not only want to draw 
inspiration from them but they want 
to find ways to support them and to 
become part of their circle. 

What's 
your 
story? 
Your customers 
want to be captured 
by your business's 
unique tale...

Putting pen to paper 
While you look for ways to invest in 
your marketing strategy, source the 
expertise that will help you articulate 
your story and showcase your customers 
with the aim of empowering, inspiring 
and establishing a community of like-
minded people who will either end up 
as your employees, customers, partners, 
investors or suppliers. Your job is to 
recall the days when you started out; 
think back to the why behind your idea. 
Ask yourself these questions:

What was your reason for 
establishing your business?
■ What drives you to do what you do 
every day? 

■ How did the idea to start your 
business come about, where were you? 

■ What were the obstacles that you 
came across? 

■ Were there moments when you 
thought: "I must have been crazy to 
think that would work!" or perhaps 
"Where in the world did I get the guts to 
pull that off?" 

■ Were there times when you felt like 
giving up?

■ What kept you going?

■ When was your big break? How did it 
happen?

Your answers to these questions build up 
the content that makes it easy for people 
to connect with your story, remember it 
and share it with others. Humans relate 
and respond to stories. We are wired to 
love the drama and to be among the first 
to share the details. Use this content to 
help you craft an authentic story that 
people want to hear and can learn from. 
In whichever format you choose to 
share your story – be it video, imagery, 
email marketing or paid advertisements, 
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consider the idea of chronologically 
breaking the content into chunks that 
you can share over a period of time. This 
will help keep your audience hooked 
and create a build-up to the release of 
the next chunk of the content. Think 
about it, this raw and original content 
is what draws you in when you listen 
to successful entrepreneurs delivering 
talks at industry events and breakaway 
sessions at conferences.

Show your tribe 
An important aspect of your 
communication is a showcase of the 
community that is connected to your 
company. Gone are the days when people 
used to believe the fluffy feedback 
that clients give about companies 
through testimonials, whether it is 
recorded on video or using email 
communication. I recently attended a 
Social Entrepreneurship and Systems 
Change course at the University of Cape 
Town's Bertha Centre in Phillipi and was 
blown away by their introductory video. It 
was centred around the way in which the 
Bertha Centre's existence has positively 
impacted the lives of the residents of 
Phillipi. What made the message more 
meaningful was being at the centre and 
witnessing the truth in the video content 
by engaging with the residents who were 
visiting the centre for various reasons, 
the children who were making use of the 
library facilities, individuals who work 
at the centre and those that have their 
small businesses operating from the 
centre – the Bertha Centre's existence is 
really about enriching their lives. They are 
walking their talk. That's something for 
you to keep in mind while crafting your 

Key take-outs:
■ Be real. It makes it easy 

for people to connect.

■ Keep your "why" in 

■, always. It's the 

breeding ground for 

content marketing.

■ There is a lot to gained 

from sharing your 

story – you could 

end up a beneficiary 

of an enterprise 

development 

programme.

■ Your community makes 

the business; they 

are also your content 

drivers. Make the most 

of every opportunity 

there is to share their 

love connection with 

your company.

message. Don't just talk about the good 
that you do, be about it.
The buy-in is now in real-life stories 
that are captured to reveal how your 
company's existence is contributing 
towards the greater good of the 
community or the empowerment of 
others; either by employing them, 
partnering with or sourcing from other 
small businesses, and by providing the 
type of services that you do. With their 
consent, allow your customers, partners 
and employees to tell the story about 
their connection to your business in their 
own way. They will be more eager to 
share content that is about them or has 
been produced by them. Furthermore, 
this content is easier for people on the 
receiving end to relate to. Remember to 
provide your employees, partners and 
customers with guidelines as to the key 
components of their communication, 
for example, ask them to reveal how 
their association with your company 
has positively impacted their lives. 
Consider different ways of sharing their 
stories; with employees, you could look 
into covering a typical day in their lives 
without invading their privacy – pinpoint 
aspects that give a peak into their lives 
while focusing mainly on what you wish 
to communicate. Remember, ultimately 
it is all about your company or brand's 
authentic story. 
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Mike Freedman is the founder and a 
director of Freedthinkers, a unique South 
African insight and strategy business with 
a focus on brands and places, as well 
as an award-winning writer, published 
author, speaker, and facilitator of vision 
and purpose, cascading to culture, strategy 
and impact. www.freedthinkers.com
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A truly authentic brand isn't built in a day, 
a month or even a year – it takes time and 
patience to build authenticity and earn trust 
from the communities or markets with whom 
you're hoping to establish a long-term – even 
lifelong - relationship. 

A brand is the persona that consumers 
come to trust, and it is only once that 
relationship of trust and authenticity has 
been established that they will willingly – 
and repeatedly – pay for their relationship 
with a brand. 

At the heart of it 
Furthermore, trying to build a brand 
is meaningless unless it is done with 
purpose. But what does it mean to operate 
with authenticity, and how does a brand 
identify whether it really knows what its 
purpose is – and how to make sure that 
the two elements align? 

Purpose is the unifying force that cascades 
throughout the enterprise, from culture 
and strategy, through to brand and action. 
It responds to our innate desire to make a 
positive impact on the world we inhabit – 
regardless of whether the enterprise is non-
profit, social, or a conventional business. 

As an example, we worked with Clientèle 
to help it identify its vision and purpose. 
At first glance, the purpose of an insurance 
company is to provide insurance, right? 
Well, in collaboration with the client's core 
teams, we helped them identify that its 
purpose was 'safeguarding your world with 
compassion' (referring to its clients). Once 
everyone in the organisation understood 
all the implications of that purpose and 
embraced it, it cascaded down to every 
level. Not only did it reflect in the brand's 

new product development and business 
structure, it was felt at customer-facing 
level, where call centre staff were specifically 
trained to manage calls reporting losses or 
accidents with real compassion, rather than 
just reading from a prepared script. 

When your purpose is clear, there's so much 
more you can say than just trotting out CSI 
stories to bolster your brand's feel-good 
factor. The insurance brand we worked with 
could draw on its' customers real stories 
of the compassion, care and support that 
they experienced when turning to their 
insurer in a time of loss and need. This also 
confirms that, the more you understand your 
consumers and the communities they are a 
part of, the easier it will become to align your 
content, messaging and marketing activities 
to align with their needs in a relevant way. 
That's when brands become authentic – 
when there's a purpose at the heart that 
motivates what they do. Everything else then 
works towards that purpose. 

Innovation and inspiration 
Innovation is also unleashed by purpose. 
New products and services, as well as 
changes in operations, are inspired and 
guided by referring to the core purpose of 
the enterprise. Purpose demands a deeper 
way of thinking to fulfil unmet needs for 
people, planet, prosperity and posterity.

The essence of culture is a shared sense of 
purpose, when everyone understands why 
they are doing their jobs, from the simplest 
most mundane tasks to the most innovative 
and groundbreaking inventions. For a brand 
to be authentic, the people who work with 
it need to know whether they are doing 
something towards a greater good – which 
is more meaningful than just doing a job to 

earn money. Having meaning in your daily 
tasks adds depth and meaning to a brand, and 
while it may appear intangible to those who 
have not experienced it, brands that follow 
through on this do see the results. 

Unilever did its own research to measure the 
success of a portfolio of their brands, and 
its findings were unequivocal: the products 
that had a stated purpose, and that were 
clear about that purpose in all their collateral, 
were the ones outperforming the rest. CEO 
Paul Polman said at the time that, "We have 
made great progress. Our results show 
that it (purpose) is good for business, with 
increasing evidence that our purpose-driven 
brands do better. Our 18 Sustainable Living 
Brands grew 50% faster and account for 
60% of total growth."

Purpose must come before profit because 
profit is a natural follower, but a harmful 
leader, and so often, brands get lost in the 
chase for more money, that they lose sight 
of the bigger stuff – their purpose, their true 
meaning. It's in these situations of chasing 
the money rather than being true to purpose 
that brands become jaded and lose the trust 
of their customers. This in turn affects profits, 
making it even more difficult to keep up with 
financial expectations. 

Embracing authenticity is a long-term strategy. 
Whatever time it takes will be worth it, 
because you build loyal consumers that want 
to do business with you for years to come. 

Settle in for the long-haul if you want to create an authentic brand, with a clear purpose...

A

is not built in a day
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lose its competitive edge and drive 
to retain the client. Diversify only if 
you can keep each offering at the high 
standard you want your brand to be 
known for.

If you decide to streamline your business 
and specialise in a particular product or 
service, you will have the opportunity to 
become a real master of your trade, and 
can establish yourself or your business 
as the expert in your field. This often 
also allows you to charge a higher fee 
for your services, as no one else can 
compete, and will assist in attracting 
bigger clients who want to be associated 
with the best. 

The bottom line is that you can take 
your business to the next level in many 
ways. Often the best opportunities are 
the ones closest to you. Take the time to 
consider all your options and get advice 
from your mentors and stakeholders 
before you expand. 

Emma Donovan is the co-founder  
of Yellow Door Collective, a Cape  
Town based full service digital 
marketing agency offering strategy, 
content creation, website design  
and graphic design.  
Visit: www.yellowdoorcollective.co.za 
to find out more. 

Is it time to DIVERSIFY?
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Weigh up the pros and cons of offering additional products or services...
Diversifying (or adding products or 
services not directly linked to your 
existing line of business) enables your 
agency or business to become a 'one 
stop shop' for existing and potential 
customers. It unlocks new revenue 
streams and creates potential for 
growth. However, it comes with many 
challenges, and isn't the answer for 
everyone. So, before you expand your 
product or service offering, here are a 
few things to consider:

Are you a jack of all trades  
or a master of one?
Before you dive head first into anything 
new, ask yourself if you're doing it for 
the right reasons. Consider whether 
your business is capable of and suited to 
being a jack of all trades. Do you have 
the right leaders, management and team 
in place to keep a finger on the pulse 
with lots on the go, and do it well? 

At a recent HeavyChef event, 
GetSmarter CEO Sam Paddock spoke 
about the fact that there are two 
precursors to financial performance: 
first you need to look at how your 
team is performing, and then at the 
operational performance of your 
business. In other words, don't try to 
run before you can walk.

If your core team isn't up to the 
challenge and you want to diversify 
by means of outsourcing, work with 
the best. Find experts who are on top 
of their game to provide that specific 
offering to your team. 

If you decide to be a master of one, 
and focus on a limited offering, team 
development and internal training 
tends to be more straightforward and 
streamlined. And it's also possibly 
simpler to hire the right person, as they 
only need to be excellent at that one 
service offering. 

Who is your target audience,  
and what do they want or 
need? 
If you diversify, you can leverage 
existing and established relationships 
to offer customers a complementary 
service that they would otherwise 
have to find somewhere else. It's also 
a drawcard for potential customers in 
the SME space, as it's more convenient 
for them – one point of contact, one 
business to pay, fewer role players, and 
the list goes on. 

However, some customers are reluctant 
to hand over too many services to one 
business; in fear that the business will 
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Focus instead on winning the sale at your listed price...

The trouble with offering 
DISCOUNTS 

Today's customers not only want to buy a 
product of great value, but in many cases 
they expect a discount. You may think 
this is the difference between making or 
breaking the deal, but, even if you get the 
sale, it will have been at a cost. 

For starters, giving a discount can 
dramatically cut into your company's 
profit margin. It can also set a precedent 
where the customer expects discounts on 
all future purchases; they may even tell 
their friends about the great deal, who 
then expect the same discount treatment. 
Importantly, it could show that you lack 
belief in the quality of your product. This 
may result in the customer still walking 
away, as they may feel that if you don't 
believe in the product, why should they? 

In the case of a service where there is an 
annual fee, agreeing to a cost reduction 
will make it hard to justify proper price 
increases in the future. 

In the face of these far-reaching 
consequences, what can be done when 
you're face-to-face with a client who is 
objecting to paying the advertised price 
for your product or service? Kick off with 
asking them some key questions; for 
example, "Why are you looking for a deal? 
Is our price over your budget, or do you 
want us to meet a competitor's price?" You 
could probe their typical buying behaviour: 
"Do you always buy something based on 
who offers the cheapest price?" and query 
competing deals, "What are the other 
providers including in their price?"

STICK TO YOUR GUNS 
The key to keeping your price intact and 
still making the sale lies in focusing on 
the value that the customer is getting. 
If you have done your sales homework 
properly, you will have uncovered the 
buyer's needs and motivations. Are they 
buying on price, or value? What need is 
your product solving for the client, and is 
it a critical need to them? The more critical 
the need, the more likely they will focus 
on quality and buy at the price you set. 
Thus, focus on the value of your product as 
it relates to their needs; and the peace of 
mind that comes with getting the highest 
quality products. If your value is stronger 
than competitors, show them how they will 
benefit more from your product. 

MANAGEMENT
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the price is way below what you had 
expected? You may think that you 
found the deal of the year, or you may 
suddenly think, well maybe these aren't 
as posh or as high quality as I thought 
they were. And you put them down and 
look for another pair...yes, a pair that 
is more expensive, and, believing that 
it must be better quality, you buy it. 
What's going on here?

Consumers may want a super deal, but 
when buying certain items like clothing, 
shoes, jewellery, wine and artwork, a low 
price can have the psychological effect of 
cheapness, or inferiority. In these cases, 
the pricing is based solely on perception. 
And your low-priced product sends the 
message of inferiority. 

Another example frequently occurs in the 
wine aisles of supermarkets. Not being a 
wine expert, you scan the aisle and see 
bottles for R30, R40 and R50. Then you 
see some other bottles for R90, R120 and 
R200+. As R200 is out of your budget 
you choose the R120 bottle, thinking 
you're buying a fairly good quality wine. 
But are you? 

Maybe the producer of the R40 bottle 
has just changed the labels of the 
cheaper bottle, and put on a new one 
along with a higher price tag of R120 
– and it is selling! It can happen – and 
some studies have shown that certain 
companies are able to sell as many units 
at R120 as they did at R40. 

I will say it again, that for some shoppers 
(especially those with less product 
knowledge), the pricing (and therefore 
quality) is based solely on the perception 
of value that the price suggests. 
 
So, in short, try to avoid dropping your 
price at all costs and instead ensure 
you un-cover their buying needs, opt 
to educate customers on your value 
and then you will be in a much stronger 
position and bring more confidence to 
stick to your price.  

potential clients in their network. A 
proper introduction is even better. Also, 
have them promise to provide you with 
a positive testimonial after 30 days – 
provided of course they are completely 
happy with your product. These two 
examples should not be too much to ask 
for from your customers, especially since 
they only cost them a little bit of time to 
do. But they can add immense value to 
your firm.

Only offer the discount for a short time 
period, like a week or two. They must be 
ready to buy from you. There's no point 
in talking discounts if the client is only 
looking today, while the buying time is 
several months away. 

You don't want this to become a habit, so 
make it clear that this is a one-time only 
deal. Otherwise they will expect a discount 
every time. Focus rather on the strong 
value they are getting for the list price. 

HIGHER PRICE, MORE SALES 
Believe it or not, there are a few 
industries where increasing prices can 
actually result in boosted sales. How 
can this be? Have you ever gone to a 
retail store, picked up a pair of shoes 
that caught your eye, only to find that 

If they claim they can do better elsewhere, 
call them on it. Find out who the other 
seller is and compare products. How is your 
product different, and better? Focus on 
these strong elements that add the most 
value to your client. Talk these elements up 
with confidence, and don't look nervous. 
Be prepared to walk away if you don't 
get the desired price. You may actually be 
surprised when they decide to go with 
your product. That is because you did your 
homework and uncovered their key buying 
needs, and because you were successful 
in selling on value, and to the features that 
matter most to the client.

Depending on what others are including, 
you may be able to add an additional 
service for free, rather than drop your price.

IF WORST COMES TO WORST 
If you feel that you have no choice other 
than to drop your price, then consider the 
following:

Use this as an opportunity for a Quid Pro 
Quo – meaning, you scratch my back, I'll 
scratch yours. You can agree to give a 
discount, but only if the customer does 
something for you; for example, ask 
them to give you two referrals of other 

Sean Clancy runs SalesRockIT, a sales 
training and consultancy business 
in Cape Town. He shows businesses 
how to grow their revenue by getting 
better at their sales functions: 
strategy, planning and closing sales. 
He can be reached at: sean@
salesrockit.co.za / 074-451-4321.
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Clive Price is the CEO of the Peer 
Training Group, a professional 
sales training company which helps 
companies ignite their sales results 
through effective training. Visit: www.
peertraining.co.za to find out more. 

5 Secrets to reach your  
SALES GOALS this year

There are so many salespeople 
desperately trying to 'make it' in 
today's tough world and 2018 
will be even tougher. Competition 
is becoming more ruthless every 
minute, so, if you are still 'trying' to 
sell in your business, your survival is 
on a fine line. Everyone can 'smell' 
a salesperson! Selling is becoming a 
sophisticated craft.

Here are some ways to navigate an 
effective way forward: 

1Time management
Stay on top of managing your 

time, every minute of your life. Devote 
time to buyers who are qualified to 
buy - genuine prospects. How many 
potential buyers do you have on your 
current hit list?  How long have they 
been sitting in your 'pending' file? If 
your answer is 'more than one month', 
sorry my friend, you are not investing 
your time wisely. Be ruthless with 
'suspects' – they are massive time 
wasters. Don't make the fatal mistake 
of placing them into your prospecting 
pipeline - a bloated and sagging pipe-
line signals trouble ahead. 

2Become a Hunter and Farmer
A Hunter is fired up on finding 

new business and awful at maintaining 
business relationships. A Farmer is inspired 
by maintaining and nurturing business 
relationships. Now imagine what would 
happen when you consciously integrate 
both skills sets? Surely a killer combo.

Finding brand new business is costly and 
time-consuming; so first, hunt within 
your existing customer base. Sell value-
adds, sell larger opportunities, sell longer-
termed contracts; all is possible when 
you have a trusted relationship. Don't 
get greedy and oversell, rather ensure 
you are always building value for your 
customer. Your track record speaks for 
itself. In this transparent world, you need 
to stand out as a person of integrity, 
reliability and competence.

3Become a specialist
What are you actively doing to 

enhance your reputation? Are you 
establishing yourself as the 'go-to' person 
for solving certain problems? Work on 
acquiring specialist skills and broadcast 
them to the market. Learn from what is 

going on around you. How many doctors 
become specialists? How many lawyers 
specialise in a specific niche of law? Most 
of them.  Be savvy and follow international 
trends. Generalists may be a dying species.

4Know the sales process
The days are over when the gift of the 

'gab' could persuade people. Today you 
must understand the psychology of why 
people buy. Understand the five different 
Buying Motives. Rehearse and practice 
the tried-and-tested steps of selling until 
you know them inside out. Once you have 
a solid foundation, you can develop your 
sales strategy. To get inside the decision 
makers' inner circle you need to be a 
master tactician and have a creative plan 
ready to execute. This takes time because 
research absorbs loads of time. It's not 
good enough to know your customer's 
business. You need to have your finger 
on the pulse of their market and their 
competitors. Only then, will they listen 
to you.

5Are You trustworthy?
Will you take the same advice that 

you dish out to prospects? Does it make 
rational business sense? These questions 
are the acid test. Being trustworthy goes 
way beyond being able to trust someone. 
It speaks to integrity, reliability, sound 
judgment, creative thinking and rational 
advice. Customers are demanding and 
highly critical - you have to deliver way 
beyond expectations. Actions count here, 
not words. You need to be perceived as 
an essential part of their success criteria 
– without you, their chances of success 
would be seriously jeopardised. To achieve 
this status is quite something – here's to 
making this your reality in 2018. 

Times have changed 
and successful 

selling requires a 
new set of rules...

SALES



Turn to p5 and the inside back cover for more opportunities!
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Get things done  
– BY DELEGATING
There are not enough hours in the day for us, as 
entrepreneurs, to do everything we have to do. 
Despite this we do not delegate work, because we 
feel it is quicker to finish the job ourselves and that 
we do not have the time to train others. So how do 
we get out of this vicious cycle and start delegating 
more work to employees?
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All entrepreneurs will at some point 
reach the stage where it will become 
necessary to delegate certain tasks 
to others, both if the business is to 
continue its development and grow 
and if it is to become better at what 
it is already doing. Entrepreneurs may 
tell themselves that they are too busy 
to delegate and that it is not worth 
the time it takes. "Why should I spend 
fifteen minutes explaining to someone 
else how to do a task that will take 
me five minutes?" However in reality, 
not delegating is not just about time. 
There are much deeper, emotional 
reasons why entrepreneurs hesitate 
before delegating. The first and biggest 
emotional barrier to delegation is the 
feeling that you are the only person 
who can do the job properly, and 
deliver a quality product on time. 
This may actually be the case; as long 
as no description of the job or the 
responsibilities has been formulated, 
you are the only one who really knows 
precisely how the task needs to be 
completed. So it is not about the 
question of accepting that others will 
do a worse job, but rather of training 
others to do the task in the way you'd 
like to see it done.

Another related barrier can be that you 
feel uncomfortable about loosening your 
control of the business as the activity 
level rises and an increasing number of 
employees are performing more tasks 

daily than you can manage to oversee. 
There are many very good reasons to be 
a "control freak" in a startup business. In 
the fragile startup phase, minor details 
can become crucial to a business's 
survival and success. However, there 
are ways of keeping sufficient control of 
operations, without you having to control 
the work that is done. A very different 
reason for not delegating may be that 
you feel it is not fair to delegate a specific 
task to an employee. Perhaps you feel 
the task is too boring or you are worried 
you will be perceived as trying to avoid 
work—an image most entrepreneurs are 
not comfortable with. This attitude may 
sometimes lead to an "office democracy" 
in which the entrepreneur and the 
employees share the many clerical 
tasks in the office. In reality, employees 
would perhaps take on more of the 
administrative tasks if they had a boss 
who focused more on management.

A last emotional barrier to delegation is 
that you think that it is more fun to do 
the job yourself. You probably started 
your business because you were good 
at producing a product, or at delivering 
knowledge or a service, and it is not 
really satisfying just to leave this work to 
others. Meanwhile there are often many 
even more satisfying tasks waiting out 
there if you had the time; for example, 
courting potential customers, developing 
new products, or training employees to 
be able to take on more tasks.

Mastering the art 
It is no easy task to overcome your 
emotional barriers, but being conscious 
of what is holding you back is a good 
first step, along with the awareness that 
delegating is necessary if you want to 
go from being a good entrepreneur to 
becoming a good business manager. 
Another step in the right direction is 
to gain an overview of how well you 
delegate – one of the most important 
management skills, which you, as an 
entrepreneur, may never really have 
been trained in. Successful delegation 
is a process, requiring thorough 
preparation and a systematic approach, 
particularly when it comes to more 
complex tasks. There are three broad 
phases to work through, and they 
include planning, the actual delegation 
and then the follow-up phase. 

MANAGEMENT
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first time round. You could also set up 
a spreadsheet for them to record their 
results as they progress, depending on 
the nature of the job you've delegated 
to them. Hold a debriefing session at the 
end where you can feed back, and they 
can give their input on how things went. 
Without this step, you deprive employees 
of the opportunity to do better next time 
and thereby earn a new assignment or a 
bigger area of responsibility.

There are many small things you have to 
do if you want to successfully hand over 
your responsibilities to others. Putting 
systems in place to delegate takes time 
initially, but in the end it saves you, and 
lays the foundation for development 
both for the entrepreneur and for the 
business. When you successfully delegate 
it is always satisfying, not just because 
it takes the burden off your shoulders, 
but also because you can take pleasure 
in seeing employees develop in line 
with the assignments and responsibility 
they are given. For the same reason, you 
do not have to shoulder responsibility 
alone for the delegation functioning. 
Employees can also be made responsible 
for ensuring that the delegating process 
functions, by making sure that they ask 
for assignments and ask questions to 
ensure that they are clear on what they 
are working towards. If a manager still 
lacks the trust needed to delegate an 
assignment to an employee then it may 
also be the responsibility of the
employee to gain the necessary trust. 
When good delegating becomes a shared 
responsibility
for the entire organisation, it increases 
the chances of creating an environment 
where you accomplish a lot and have 
time for it all. 

David Madié is the founder of 
GrowthWheel International Inc. and 
created and designed this visual 
toolbox and cloud-based platform 
used by business advisors to help client 
companies make decisions and take 
action. Visit www.growthwheel.com  
for more info. 

The right tasks  
to the right person
The first phase is the planning phase, 
which involves deciding which tasks to 
delegate; a decision that demands an 
overview of both your own tasks and 
those in the company at large. In addition, 
a description needs to be made of how 
to solve the tasks in relation to different 
processes, procedures or methods. 
This can be done in a number of ways, 
for example by making checklists with 
commentaries, guidelines, standard 
templates, or project descriptions, which 
can support the employee when solving 
a task. It is important to include the right 
amount of detail so that the employees 
are motivated to think creatively about 
the solution to the given task. The final 
step is to determine which of your 
employees is the right person for the 

task, considering their unique skills and 
interests. During this process, you may 
discover that you need to recruit a new 
employee instead, with the right profile 
for the business.

The briefing process 
The step of describing the assignment to 
be performed needs to be accomplished 
in a way that allows your employee 
to complete the task satisfactorily. Be 
sure to explain the intention behind the 
task, which may be obvious to you, but 
not necessarily to them, with the same 
applying to the actual, concrete result 
expected. You can brief them by email, 
in a phone call or meeting; with each 
of these methods having its advantage. 
A combination of the three ways of 
delivering an assignment is often the 
best approach, if there is time. This will 
also allow you to check whether the 
employee has understood the assignment 
with questions such as "How do you plan 
to approach the assignment? What do 
you need input on? Which parts of the 
assignment are unclear?" 

It may be that the employee needs to be 
educated or trained in some way to meet 
your requirements. An internal training 
session is often all that is needed, where 
you or a co-worker spend a number of 
hours with the employee and pass on the 
required knowledge. Another option is 
to buy the employee books or courses. 
If you are in a situation where many 
assignments need to be delegated, you 
may have to create a training plan for all 
employees, which may include everything 
from IT skills to customer understanding, 
or handling of documents in the business.

Checks and controls 
Control can sound like a negative term, 
but it is an important and necessary 
part of delegating and something an 
employee needs and expects. Facilitate 
regular check-ins, keeping an eye on 
their progress and possibly helping 
them complete parts of the task the 
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Avoid the chaos and 
CREATE ORDER
Make sure you have a plan in place for the most critical areas 
of your business...

In all of my almost 30 years of 
working directly with entrepreneurs, 
the one thing that really stands out 
is that they often work in a world of 
chaos and then wonder why things 
go wrong. So for the start of this 
year, let's do something completely 
different and create some order in 
what I consider to be the three most 
important aspects: finance, time and 
people. Here are some ideas around 
how to fix the basics of the biggest 
problems that crop up in these areas. 

1Get on top of finances
The biggest financial woes 

plaguing most entrepreneurs 
include the fact that there's never 
enough money; they don't know 
how to manage the money that 
they do have, and they never seem 
to have any money left over. Bear 
in mind that the financial purpose 

of a business is to make a profit, 
not just to make money. This 
means that profit goals need to be 
implemented, not just income goals. 

Make sure that your budgets are 
done and that they include savings. 
The more you understand where 
your income is coming from and 
where your expenses are going to, 
the better your understanding of 
finance will be. Measure everything, 
measure regularly and compare 
your profit budget to your actual 
profit. By understanding what is 
coming in and what is going out, 
you create order and order is key to 
managing your money.

2Every minute counts 
If you constantly feel like you 

don't have enough time to do what 
needs to get done or that you want 

to do, chances are you're not managing 
your time effectively. First off, make sure 
that you do what is important. Be clear 
about what your goals are and make 
sure that the time to do what needs to 
be done is in your diary. Limit what you 
are doing to these important things, and 
delegate the less important. Plan out 
your months, weeks and days and fill 
your calendar with the tasks that are the 
most essential to reaching your goals. 

Dr John Demartini always says that 
'if you don't fill your time with high 
priority task it will automatically be filled 
with low priority tasks." So treat your 
resources with respect and limit what 
you are doing to what you should be 
doing. Do more of the right things (high 
priority) and less of the wrong things 
(low priority). By managing your diary in 
this way you create order and order is 
key to managing your time.
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3The right people for the job 
Entrepreneurs regularly complain 

that they don't know how or where to 
find the right people for the job; they 
never seem to have enough people, and 
the people that they do have, seem to 
lack both efficiency and loyalty. Once 
again, Dr Demartini's words come to 
the fore: "Hire slow, fire fast!" Make 
sure that you have job descriptions and 
job specifications in place. The right 
candidates should have the values, 
the vision and skills that you require 
in your business. You should be able 
to ascertain what their 'natural flow 
energy' is by checking their profiles. 
The hiring process should include 
(but not be limited to) an application. 
Their CV's and the application should 
be reviewed and matched to the Job 
specification and qualified. Those that 
are qualified should then be interviewed 
telephonically and again qualified. 

Those that are qualified again should 
then have a face-to-face interview to 
be 'tested' to ensure that they have the 
correct skills/qualifications/experience 
required for the position. If they pass 
these tests, there should be a second 
face-to-face interview to ensure that 
they are the right business culture 
fit to your business. The top three 
candidates should be profiled using 
various recognised CC (competency 
capability) profiles to ensure that their 
EQ capabilities are at acceptable levels 
and then make your choice based on 
those findings.

Getting the staff then to perform the right 
tasks at the right time, means that all the 
activities must be documented. All the 
processes for those activities must also be 
documented and each person should know 
what it is that they are supposed to be 
doing. Each task should be 'measured' on a 

regular basis to ensure that they are doing 
what they are supposed to be doing and if 
they aren't or won't, then suitable action 
must be taken prior to their probation 
coming to an end. Having documented 
processes and procedures in place and 
staff whose performance is properly 
measured and managed creates order and 
order is key to managing your people.

In closing, having order in all these areas 
in your business will help you to grow 
and manage a sustainable business. A 
sustainable business that continues to 
show growth is the goal to be reached.

Nikki Viljoen is an Internal Auditor 
and Business Administration Specialist 
who can be contacted on 083 702 8849 
or nikki@viljoenconsulting.co.za or 
http://www.viljoenconsulting.co.za for 
any policies and procedures that you 
may require. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Give your employees  
a MOTIVATIONAL  
BOOST
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As 2018 gets into full gear, it is the 
perfect time to reflect on your team's 
achievements last year. Do you know 
what motivated your team to achieve 
these results? Can you recall another 
time when you and your team were 
highly motivated at work? Take a moment 
to think about why you and your team 
felt the way you did. Conversely, have 
you ever asked yourself or heard an 
employee ask: "Do I really have to do 
this?" These questions are some examples 
of what could be asked to determine 
the motivational factors that influence 
you and your team. High absenteeism, 
and staff leaving, can be warning signs 
of low motivation. Understanding what's 
at play in this arena is important when it 
comes to boosting your overall business 
performance. 

A lesson on motivation 
Motivation is the drive behind individual 
behaviours. It is the reason why people 
choose to do what they do. There are 
a number of theories on motivation, 
with Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs and 
Herzberg's Two Factor theory of motivation 
being the most well-known. Here's some 
brief background on these theories:

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
Abraham Maslow's model shared 
five human motivational needs. 
Maslow's theory was that humans 

have motivational needs, from basic 
needs such as shelter, to the needs 
of reaching your full potential at the 
highest level of his hierarchy motivation 
model, called self-actualisation. 
Maslow's theory was based on the 
premise that humans' motivational 
needs must be fulfilled on each level, 
before the individual can be motivated 
by a higher level motivational factor. 

Herzberg's Two Factor theory
Herzberg's Two Factor theory was 
related to an individual's satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction in the working 
environment. The basis of Frederick 
Herzberg's theory was that there are 
various motivational factors that either 
satisfy or don't satisfy an employee in 
a working environment. For example, 
an employee can be highly satisfied 
by flexible working hours or unhappy 
with, for example, limited career growth 
opportunities. 

Motivation plays a key role in a small 
business. Understanding what makes your 
employees tick will help you to bring out 

the best in them. Here are some tips to 
kick-start the process: 

1 Lead by example 
You cannot motivate a team if you 

adopt and display a negative approach to 
them. Understand what motivates you 
and lead by example. 

2Get to know your employees
Get to know your employees by 

having both formal and informal one-
on-one discussions. Ask questions 
such as: What do you like and dislike 
in the workplace? How do you like to 
be managed? What are your interests 
outside of work? 
This could help you improve your working 
relationship. 

3Policies and procedures
Policies and procedures assist in 

creating a set standard and promote 
consistency. 

4Teamwork 
Create a working environment, where 

It starts with getting 
to grips with what 
they value...
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10Incentives
Offering incentives assists in 

recognising employees for their efforts 
and does not have to break the bank. It 
could be something like a gift voucher, a 
set of movie tickets or a meal voucher. 

Each employee is different and there 
are a number of ways to motivate 
them according to what they value 
most. Hopefully these tips will 
help you understand what can 
possibly drive your team members' 
extraordinary performance in the 
workplace - good luck!  

teamwork is promoted. Ensure that each 
team member knows what is expected of 
them and hold them accountable for their 
job outputs. Assist with resolving conflict 
within the team. Arrange team building 
activities to help promote teamwork and 
a shared vision within the team. 

5Involvement
Ask your employees for their input. 

You may be amazed at the results. 
Implementing their ideas can assist in 
making them feel valued as an employee. 

6Challenging work 
There is nothing worse than being 

bored in your job. Where possible, 
offer task variety and challenging work. 
Promote "out the box" thinking. 

7Show interest 
Having regular interaction with your 

staff to show genuine interest. This could 

be as easy as saying "Good morning" 
and asking "How are you?" 

8Appreciation and 
recognition

Saying "Thank you" for a job well 
done can go a long way. This does 
not necessarily have to cost, it 
can be done verbally, or with a 
personalised card or in the form of 
an appreciation award certificate. 
Give public recognition to 
employees for their achievements, 
for example, long service awards, 
excellent customer service or 
completing their degree. 

9Career advancement 
Offer training opportunities 

to employees to promote career 
advancement. This promotes both 
the company and the employees' 
personal interests. 

Terine Lott-Cupido is the Managing 
Director at EmpowerLink Services, a 
Human Resources consulting company. 
EmpowerLink Services brings HR best 
practice to small business. Visit: www.
empowerlinkservices.co.za or email: 
support@empowerlinkservices.co.za. 



How COST-EFFECTIVE  
is your IT system (really)?
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In the current tough economic climate, 
businesses are being forced to explore 
and implement various cost-saving 
mechanisms. From marketing through to 
IT and human resources, every sphere 
requires its own 'stock take', so to speak. 
When digging deeper into IT systems in 
particular, there are different aspects to 
consider from a cost perspective. And 
depending on the size and requirements 
of the business, these aspects can vary 
radically. As a result, and considering 
the modern firm's reliance on IT, any 
cost cutting exercise must come from 
a place of deep understanding both of 
the existing system - and the options 
available. 

Picking smart hardware 
solutions
As the reliance on Cloud increases, and 
applications move to the web, there is 
less need for the powerful office desktops 
we used to need. Power saving units such 
as the CloudGate, which are still fully 
functional desktop computers become 
more attractive. These units don't only 
save the business money with reduced 
electricity costs; they're also cheaper and 
require far less maintenance. 

The move to Cloud, and faster Internet 
speeds, also means you don't need the 
heavy duty backup solutions which used 
to be necessary. Installing a Network 
Attached Storage (NAS) device used to be 
a very common way of backing up huge 
amounts of local files. They required lots 
of Hard Drives, used a lot of power, and 
were prone to overheating and requiring 
frequent support. Nowadays there are 
numerous local Cloud backup software 
systems you can install and pay a nominal 
monthly fee for.

When looking at phone systems, many 

businesses used to adopt a "set it and 
forget it" mentality. Yet today's fast-paced 
business environment demands agility 
and adaptability, leading many firms to 
consider a cloud-based phone solution. 
But there's another major reason to 
deploy cloud communications technology: 
cost-savings!

The reasoning is simple. 
As your business grows, your 
communication needs will probably 
change. A cloud phone service allows 
businesses to easily add extensions or 
related applications as new employees 
are hired - or as call volume grows. 
This means that instead of potentially 

overpaying upfront to support forecast 
growth (as many companies do with a 
fixed solution), you're simply paying for 
what you need, when you need it. In 
addition, since services and users can 
be activated almost instantly (without 
any additional hardware installations), 
your business will benefit from their 
productivity in a shorter window of time.

Exploring network design
When it comes to your business' IT 
network, designing a cost-effective system 
is nothing short of an art form – requiring 
both foresight and technical savvy. In order 
to know if you can save money or not, you 
essentially need to ask: How much does 
it cost your company when there is an 
outage? If you are down for an hour, is it 
going to cost you hundreds of thousands 
of Rands - or is it no big deal? Based on 
this information you can work backwards 
and decide on the budgets you might need 
to ensure uptime.

Leveraging the Cloud
As a business grows, it often faces the 
choice between investing in on-premise 
infrastructure, or the Cloud. Here, 
choosing the wrong investment for your 
business can have dramatic effects on 
long-term profitability, so picking the right 
option is critical. 

Explore the options for increased efficiencies, and improved effectiveness...

TECHNOLOGY
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of them follow the simple "break-fix" 
model, whereby they seek outside 
technology support only when needed 
(when a network goes down, for 
example). Yet this approach can be 
costly, frustrating, and it's a constant 
game of catch up for both parties. 
It also, by definition, means that 
something is going to go wrong.

In response to this quandary, the concept 
of managed IT services, at a fixed fee, is 
gaining traction. Essentially, instead of 
the "break-fix" model, companies hire 
a Managed Service Provider (MSP) to 
manage their IT network for a fixed fee 
regardless of how much time is needed. 
This puts pressure on the MSP to ensure 
that nothing goes wrong, because the 
less time they spend fixing things the 
more profitable they are. It means 
they focus heavily on preemptive and 
proactive support and puts them on 
the same side as their customer: both 
parties want maximum uptime and 
minimum downtime. This model keeps 
the MSP on retainer, and they are 
responsible for maintaining, optimising, 
and keeping the client's existing 
network completely up to date.

With the above examples in mind 
you should have some good places to 
start looking for savings or increased 
efficiencies in your IT system. For further 
ideas or help with implementation you 
should always consult with your IT 
service partner first. 

Colin Thornton is the Managing 
Director of Turrito Networks and Dial 
a Nerd. In 2015 Dial a Nerd merged 
with Turrito Networks who provided 
niche Internet Services outside of the 
local network. These two companies 
have created an end-to-end IT and 
Communication solution for SMEs. 

Often, it comes down to a decision to 
spend on OPEX (Operating Expense) or 
CAPEX (Capital Expense).The decision 
to select OPEX over CAPEX (or vice 
versa) with regards to technology 
spending should ideally be based on a 
clear understanding of the role of capital 
expenditure within your company. 
Companies usually want to direct their 
investment toward revenue-generating 
activities. Therefore, many organisations 
prefer to lease or rent rather than 
purchase — they don't want to tie up 
precious capital. 

This is why so many Cloud services are 
appealing. Instead of buying software or 

hardware once-off you can rent them on 
a month-to-month usage basis. In other 
words if you have ten staff this month 
you pay for ten licenses. If you lose two 
staff, next month you only need to pay 
for eight. The same principle applies for 
hardware based in the Cloud. You can 
rent space on a server and increase or 
decrease its capacity to suit your needs 
(and your pocket).

Conversely, if your requirements are 
small enough, you can get away with 
buying cheaper on-site hardware which 
has the capacity to run more services 
than you need. In this case the CAPEX 
might be small enough and give you 
a long enough period of use that you 
would prefer it over renting a server or 
licenses every month.

Fixed fee support - shifting to 
managed IT services
In today's technology-driven business 
environment, internal IT teams have 
constant - and competing - demands 
on their time. Although the goal is to 
be proactive and preemptive, they are 
usually faced with so many tasks that it 
can become difficult to merely keep up. 
Consequently, IT teams typically end up 
handling problems as they occur.

When businesses outsource their IT 
support, the approach is the same. Many 

As a business grows, it often faces 
the choice between investing in on-
premise infrastructure, or the Cloud. 
Here, choosing the wrong investment 
for your business can have dramatic 
effects on long-term profitability, so 
picking the right option is critical.
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landscape. The impact is set to be quick 
and serious, with the Blockchain evolving 
from buzzword to familiar component 
of business technology strategies and 
deployments.
 
Taking technology forward
Digital disruption is not new, however 
organisations will be looking for safer, more 
value-inducing ways to digitally transcend 
competition. We will see increased and 
improved collaboration and the rollout of 
technology across the entire value chain 
of business, with an emphasis on the 
integration of IT and IoT.
 
These trends will surpass their jargon 
status as we familiarise ourselves with 
their relevancy, impact and many uses. 
Organisations that have already worked 
them into strategies and are actively 
exploring or even deploying them will 
have a head start. However, the time for 
businesses that have yet to investigate 
how these technologies can improve and 
streamline operations, and maximise the 
profitability of their business, is now.
 
Quick adoption of technology and the 
right use case goes hand-in-hand, and 
South Africa may undergo a learning curve 
before these technologies are wholly 
adopted. It will be essential for businesses 
to assess which use cases will ensure long 
term, successful technology adoption, and 
picking the right technology partner will 
form a critical part of this exercise. 
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From the creation of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) foundations which will undoubtedly 
impact global business, to intelligent 
applications, analytics, the Internet of 
Things (IoT) and, of course, Blockchain,  
2018 is set to be a year where South 
Africa's adoption and immersion of these 
technologies looks positive; however there 
is always the risk that the uptake may fall a 
little behind the rest of the globe .
 
AI is sweeping the globe and South 
Africa is caught up in its thrall. Many 
organisations are taking notice of AI and 
are leveraging it to improve customer 
service, automate interactions, streamline 
business processes and more. Combined 
with other key technology trends such as 
analytics and application development, AI 
will certainly impact the success of sales 
and marketing initiatives, as well as user 
interface development.
 
IoT adoption will also be fueled by AI, 
becoming more immersive as people seek 
to bring collaborative intelligence into 
the workplace. There will be an increased 
interest in the roll-out of connected devices 
that leverage AI (intelligent things) to gain 
better insights and improved interactions 
between people and their technological 
environment.
 
Digital Twin technology in South Africa is 
likely to face slow adoption, however we 

TECHNOLOGY

IT TRENDS  
to put to use  
in your business 
Every year sees the prediction 
and introduction of new and 
emerging technology trends 
– this year is no different. 
Make sure you are poised to 
take advantage of the value 
that these developments 
have to offer...

Vishal Barapatre is the Chief 
Technology Officer at In2IT 
Technologies. In2IT is an Information 
Technology and Communications 
Managed Service Provider with the 
sole purpose of driving true proactive 
IT support, backed with unprecedented 
transparent reports. www.in2it.co.za

will see it gaining momentum over the next 
few years, especially in conjunction with 
IoT. A digital twin is the virtual embodiment 
of a real-world system which, linked to that 
system, promotes improved understanding 
of its relevance and connection to the 
overall picture, improving response times 
and decision making.
 
Adaptive Security is a 'tech trend' that is 
of interest to the South African market, 
highlighted against the backdrop of the 
pending Protection of Personal Information 
(PoPI) Act. Security threats and cyber-
attacks have gained momentum over the 
past year, and the looming of PoPI makes 
security a concern for the entire business, 
and not just the IT security and risk 
departments.
 
There will certainly be a greater interest 
in new adaptive security technologies 
and methods. Having the right security 
technology mix, alongside and integrated 
with DevOps and infrastructure 
architecture, will enable businesses to 
respond quicker, be more proactive 
and fend against threats. This becomes 
especially critical as more and more South 
African organisations move larger parts of 
their operations to the cloud.
 
Blockchain dominated many conversations 
throughout last year, as organisations 
explored the ways in which it can integrate 
with existing technology, discussed 
compliancy concerns, and investigated 
business use cases. Together with AI, this 
will be the year in which adoption will start 
having a large impact.
 
Exploratory projects around the Blockchain 
will develop into Proof of Concepts, 
ultimately becoming a real, tangible 
and integrated part of our technology 





Or, three dying industries that 
illustrate what they don't want...

LAST WORD

want
What

It's official. Millennials (broadly, people 
born between 1983 and 2000) now 
make up the largest segment of the 
workforce – and despite their unique 
idiosyncrasies, it is high-time that 
employers began making an effort to 
understand them, and what they want 
to get out of the workplace. Instead 
of taking the usual approach – akin to 
poking a newly discovered species with 
a stick while trying to figure out what it 
eats – I propose a new tactic: ask them.

This group often gets a bad rap, being 
known more for its dislikes than its likes. 
With a little creative extrapolation, it 
isn't that difficult to use these dislikes 
and dying industries to figure out where 
millennial's priorities lie – an essential 
bit of research if you want to be able to 
attract and retain the best talent for your 
business. Let's take a look at a few of the 
things that are falling out of favour with 
millennials, and see what it can teach 
us about creating the perfect company 
culture to help them thrive.

The international diamond 
industry
The diamond trade has spent decades 
mired in controversy, from trading 
in conflict-stones to price-fixing. 
Recently, global design and innovation 
consultancy, Fjord, announced that the 

"Ethics Economy" would be a defining 
trend in business this year, and I must 
wholeheartedly agree. Every day on 
social media, we see businesses being 
forced by their audiences to take a stand 
on the moral, political, or socio-economic 
topic du jour, and if millennials don't 
like what they're standing for, they are 
more than willing to take their business 
elsewhere. If it's true for the businesses 
we buy from, it's doubly true for the 
businesses we work for.

Today's workforce demands authenticity, 
a sense that they are part of something 
meaningful, and an employer whose 
values and priorities align with their own. 
A generationally-savvy employer will do 
everything in their power to demonstrate 
such a commitment every day.

"Breastaurants" 
Everyone loves a frosty beer and a basket 
of curly-fries, but restaurants where 
tank-tops and lycra shorts are the main 
attraction are a relic from the past - a 
time when gender equality and female 
empowerment were far less controversial 
issues than they are now.

Any business hoping to attract first-rate 
talent will make equality and protection 
from discrimination top priorities in the 
workplace, and an integral part of their 
company culture. This applies to all 

forms of discrimination – whether based 
on gender, race, age, sexual orientation 
or religion.

Doorbells 
This is an odd one, but the crux of the 
matter is simple – why use a doorbell 
when we have WhatsApp? A small 
innovation, maybe, but it reveals plenty 
about how much technology means to 
millennials and how they require flexibility 
when it comes to choosing the right tools 
for the job. If they don't like Skype, let 
them try Slack, or any other workplace 
collaboration tool that appeals to them. 
Invest in a traffic management system 
to help them better manage their time 
and keep stress levels down. If practical, 
you might even consider implementing a 
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) or CYOD 
(Choose Your Own Device) policy for your 
mobile workforce. 

If anything about millennials is true, 
it's that they know what they need in 
order to live the lives they want – at 
work or otherwise – and they are rapidly 
becoming more and more vocal when it 
comes to declaring it. It's our job to listen. 

Nic Simmonds is co-founder and executive director  
of Clockwork Media, a fast-growing integrated content  
and communications agency based in Johannesburg.  
www.clockworkmedia.co.za
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